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AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

REPORT FROM THE AES COPENHAGEN CONVENTION

CONSTRUCTING A DIGITAL TAPE TIMER

Cadac and Quadrap1onics
RCA Rome

- the choice was Cadac for their multi-

track quadraphonic music recording console in
Studio D. Nct a standard stereo console format with
some joysticks added, but one specifically designed
and system engineered to facilitate all types of
recording in this medium - incidentally we have also
equipped their studios B and C with custom built
consoles.

Our close relationship with studio practices and
techniques is consequently reflected in the console
engineer rig and logic systems, making Cadat the
natural choice of people engaged in the art of sound
recording.
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The established leaders in music recording
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
STUDIO SOUND, published monthly, enables engineers and studio

management to keep abreast of new technical and commercial
developments in electronic communication. The journal is available
without charge to all persons actively engaged in the sound recording,
broadcasting and cinematographic industries. It is also circulated by paid
subscription to manufacturing companies and individuals interested
in these industries. Annual subscription rates are £3 (UK)
or £3.30 overseas.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT of a committee of inquiry into
broadcasting (see News, page 22) is bound to produce interesting
results. It will be surprising indeed if the commercial television
companies do not, as on previous occasions, stage a few 'prestige'
programmes in an attempt to fend off accusations of pandering
to mass taste. In the immediate futt:re, the BBC are just as
unlikely to do anything to antagonise the present government.
One problem shared by both the IBA and the BBC is a
shortage of money. In periods of economic uncertainty, advertising revenues fall. The BBC's licence revenue has not kept up
with inflation. Both these factors have led to lower standards.
ITV programmes have had to appeal to larger audiences to
attract advertising. The BBC have in turn had to match commercial tv audiences to justify their licence revenue -an organisation
that could attract only 20 per cent of viewers would not long be
allowed to collect licence money on 100 per cent of receivers.
Broadcasting is inseparable from politics, and falling income
increases the broadcasters' reliance on government goodwill. The
commercial companies have never had much to fear from the
Conservative party. The Conservatives had said they do not
consider an inquiry into broadcasting justified, a position they
would surely reconsider were commercial broadcasting of as high
a standard as their free enterprise principles lead them to expect
it should be. The Labour party have an ideological antipathy to
commercial broadcasting but, where the BBC are concerned, an
enduring persecution mania which will no doubt see its expression
in the final composition of the Annan Committee. It was the
programme Yesterday's Men that spawned the BBC Complaints
Commission.
The BBC have said they welcome the inquiry `because we
believe in public accountability', a phrase that is not without a
certain irony. But there is little reason for the BBC to be complacent. Their licence fee may be increased shortly to carry them
up to 1979 but what then? They will not be allowed unlimited
increases in licence fees, which are politically damaging to the
government who have to introduce them.
The BBC object to carrying advertising, rightly in our view,
and the only other choice is for the Corporation to be financed
by a grant -in -aid as, to their cost, the external services already
are. It seems likely, that the best the BBC can now expect is
a fixed licence fee supplemented by a grant -in-aid. This would
allow the government to pry into how the grant -in-aid was spent
without having to make the grant itself excessive.
Such a solution would be the disastrous though inevitable
result of the BBC's long- standing failure to accept the very
public accountability they professed in welcoming the inquiry.

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES
All STUDIO SOUND correspondence should be sent to the address
printed on this page. Technical queries should be concise and must
include a stamped addressed envelope. Matters relating to more than one
department should occupy separate sheets of paper or delay will occur
in replying.

STUDIO SOUND is published on the 14th of the preceding month
unless that date falls on a Sunday, when it appears on the Saturday.

BINDERS
Loose -leaf binders for annual volumes of STUDIO SOUND are
available from Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street, Blackburn, Lancas,'ìire.
Price is £1 (UK) or 95p (overseas). Please quote the volume number or date
when ordering.
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Total average net circulation of
during 1973.

7,641 per issue

What would you do if your tape

was so good nobody believed you?

You have to see our sound to believe it

That's the situation we found ourselves in, with our Ultra Dynamic formulations. Audio demonstrations weren't
enough. People refused to believe their ears. We had to prove how good we are. So, we developed a visual demonstration of sound that enables people to see the difference between our UD tape and any other tape they choose. By
looking at an oscilloscope screen, they can compare energy output, range, distortion, signal -to -noise ratio and
presence of dropouts.
Our first big public screening was in 1971. Since then, we've
been touring with our demonstration. And since then, people
have started to believe their ears as well as their eyes. If you
don't have an opportunity to see one of our demonstrations, try
the Maxell Ultra Dynamic tape, and try to believe your ears!
Technicalitiesj`.
We use a Hewlett Packard dual trace storage oscilloscope and a Hewlett
Packard audio sweep generator. The lower trace on the oscilloscope provides a view of the output signal of the sweep generator. The upper trace
provides a view of the same signal having been recorded and played back
so you can see the performance characteristics of the tape. In the picture
above, Maxell Ultra Dynamic tape is shown against the sweep generator
trace. The flare at the right indicates extended high frequency response.
The uniformity of the trace indicates an extremely accurate overall response.

Maxell Ultra Dynamic Tape
Frequency Response (dB)
1,000
7,500
12,500
15,000

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

+1.0
+6.0
+8.0
+10.0

7,500 Hz

Distortion ( %)
Dropout
Saturation Level (dB)

0.2
3.0
0

+15.0
63
Signal to Noise Ratio (dB)
69
Erasure (dB)

UD
UD

35 -7 (T' reel) 1800fí.
35 -7VP (7" reel in vinyl case)
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Sole UK. Distributors

AEL

(Reels only)
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LNE 35 -7 (7" reel) 1800ft.

E3I5

LNE 35 -5 (7" reel) 900ft.

£1.75

LNE 25 -7 (7" reel) 2400(t.
LNE 25 -5 (5" reel) 1200ft.

E200

ADD I0

°

E3.80

V.A.T. TO ALL PRICES

wish to order

IencloseE

ACOUSTICO
Name
Address
ENTERPRISES
Feltham Trading Estate, Feltham, Middx. Tel: 01-751
7,
North
Unit
Waye,
LTD
Space

The answer to all your tape needs

4
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I

E3.60

E4.75
1800ft.
UD 35 -10 (10 }" NAB reel) 3600ft. E8.25
UD 50 -7 (10 }" NAB reel) 2500ft. E7.25
UD 50 -10 (i" tape in 101" NAB
E9.25
reel) 2500ft.
UD 50 -10 (V tape in 10+" NAB
E18.35
reel) 2500ft.

Available from leading Hi -Fi

stores or order direct.

LOW NOISE TYPE

ULTRA DYNAMIC TAPE

Output Uniformity (dB)

Cheque /P.O.

0141 (4

line)

Scully
ShowsYou How
To Be Perfect
Without Paying The Price.

As a professional, you
want the finest in a profes-

sional recorder. The best
sound reproduction possible.
Simplicity of operation. Reliability coupled with ease of
maintenance. And, you
don't want to pay a fortune to get it. In short,
you want perfection at a
perfect price. You want
the new 280 -B Recorder/
Reproducer.

than you've ever been used to.
Quick, Simple Operation.
The more sophisticated
we've made the 280 -B, the
simpler we've made it for

time.

Easy Maintenance.
New solid state circuitry

and mother -daughter board
architecture give the 280 -B
a greater reliability factor.
They also make testing,
repair and replacement
easier. All signal electronics are in slide -out
drawers. No more bending down and reaching
around. Individual
channel modules go in
and out easily, too.

Unmatched Performance.
By designing
the 280 -B electronics
around the new high energy tapes. The S/N
ratio is perhaps the
best available in any
recorder at a comparable price. Up to
72 dB on full track
.25" tape at mastering speed. A sharp
68 dB on two -track .25"
and four track .50."
The 280 -B also features
more head room and an increased record level for
maximum signal utilizing the
high output tapes. And band
widths are a very flat ± 2dB,
30Hz to 18 KHz. It all adds
up to greater performance

transports in PLAY. OPTAC`'
and the 280 -B's new logic
circuitry make the exact
moves for you at the right

you to operate. Our new
OPTAC'" motion sensing
system gets a new standard
of efficiency in tape motion
control. Now you can go from
one transport mode to
another without touching the
STOP button. And enter and
leave RECORD while the

If the 280 -B
sounds too good to be
true, wait till you hear
it. And wait till you
find out the price. We've
made it very easy for
you to get the best.
For more detailed
information and prices on the
280 -B, call or write: Scully/
Metrotech, 475 Ellis Street,
Mountain View, California
94040. (415) 968 -8389.
TLX 345524.

®Scully/Metrotech
Recording Divisions of Dictaphone

Scully and OPTAC are registered trade marks of Dictaphone Corporation. Rye. New York.
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REVOX

REVOX A77
SERIES
Available in a wide
variety of configurations,
inc. ', track, full track,
track. All the speeds
available.
Write for full information
Immediate delivery

REVOX A700
SERIES
3- speeds

Full deck logic

Four inputs
Crystal servo control
Tape footage counter
Servo tape tension

Write for full information

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

-

ALL MODELS

Scotch

207

LOWEST UK PRICES

NOTE NEW ADDRESS --

OTA
6

Industrial Tape Applications
5 Pratt Street, London NW1 OAE.Tel: 01 -485 6162 Telex: 21879
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Main distributors of STC professional microphones. The complete range is
available from stock. Professional terms available.

HAMPSTEAD HIGH FIDELITY
Heath Street, Hampstead, London NW3 6SS
Telephones : 01- 435 0999 and 01-434 6377
91

F

4105

hHI

Cardioid
microphone
Small, lightweight
and robust,

t suitable for high
quality sound

reinforcement
Impedance 30 0

4037 A & C(
Omnidirectional

4104
Broadcast

quality corn
mentator's n
cancelling lip
microphone
Sensitivity -84 dB

Moving coil
Frequency
response 30 Hz 2 kHz. Sensitivity
:

1

-84 dB ref IV
Suitable for
interviewing

ref IV. Impedance

30 or 300 O
A highly damped
ribbon unit ensures
freedom from non
linearity and low
frequency surges

4115

Lightweight Broadcast
quality noise cancelling
ribbon microphone
Impedance 30 0
Sensitivity 85 dB ref IV

TO P

4001 G
High frequency pressure

unit
Omnidirectional
Moving coil 40 Hz 12 kHz. Impedance
30 0. Output -80 dB
ref IV /dyne /cm2
:

:

15 O as used by

leading loudspeaker
manufacturers

4021

BOTTOM

4001

irectional Ribbon

K

High frequency pressure

unit

8 f2 as

used by

leading louuspeaker
manufacturers

0Hz -15kHz

Impedance 30 0 or
300 O. Output -80 dB
:

:

ref IV

í30O
7

Altec Sound Equipment byTheatre Projects
For further information on the Altec range
of sound equipment please fill in the
coupon below and return to:

Theatre Projects /Sole UK Agents
10 Long Acre London WC2E 9LN
Telephone 01-240 5411

ALTEC

.iJ_t,LL..

Please send me further information on the Altec range
Name:
Address:

9846B Biamplifier Studio Monitor Speaker System

Telephone Number.
I

The Professional

.

am

particularly interested

if

BIAS ELECTRONICS

for the Professionals

MPU -2 POWER PACK
The Sennheiser Condenser Microphone has been widely adopted as a standard
throughout the Film and Television industry. Sound recordists, using this type
of Microphone, not only meet a dramatic range of recording conditions, but
also have their own individual interpretation of how these conditions should be
handled. Through collaboration with people familiar with this equipment, we
have designed a battery power unit (MPU -2) for use with these microphones
which will meet the requirements of the most discerning technicians.

SPECIFICATION
RESPONSE:

As well as an uncompensated frequency response it has TWO ADJUSTABLE BASS
CUTS whose range extends from a flat response.
ATTENUATION: A 15 dB ATTENUATION
is provided by a specially designed switch which
cannot be accidentally moved during use.
BATTERIES: The MPU -2 requires only one PP3

Battery to operate normally, but two PP3's are
included in parallel to increase the number of

working hours. Voltage tests points are provided
externally. The total consumption is less than
10

mA.

IMPEDANCE: For use with 200 ohms transformer inputs.
SIZE /WEIGHT: The MPU-2 measures 4}" x
2f" x I" and is finished in metallic grey. The Unit
weighs 300 gms.

CONNECTIONS:

with

an

and its

The standard Unit is fitted
XLR CANNON input socket on the Unit
output is on a "flylead" XLR -3 connector.

ALL NAGRA EQUIPMENT URGENTLY
REQUIRED FOR CASH
1

50 Hz CRYSTAL PULSE GENERATOR E65.00

PANAMIC BOOM

A

must

+

10

% VAT

for sound recordist

Detachable end mount for -A" and e" thread. Anodised alloy
tubes for maximum strength and minimum ship. Black finish
for non -reflection. Velvetex non-slip grip. Length closed 5ft.,
extended 13ft. 4in. Weight 21b. 4oz. 01.50.
Sole

distributors:

(WOOD GREEN) LTD
MANWOOD HOUSE, MATCHING GREEN,
HARLOW, ESSEX CMI7 ORS Telephone Matching 476

J. J. FRANCIS
8
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PROFESSIONAL RECORDERS
for broadcasting and studio use
Our range includes console, transportable

and rack

mounting machines
Mono -stereo 'i ", 4 track 2 ", 4 track á" slow speed radio
station loggers. All to IBA requirements.

BIAS ELECTRONICS LTD.
572 Kingston Road, London

01

-540 8808

SW20 8DR
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any such equipment it
must be handled by someone who
knows what he's about.
An artist.
Someone with that almost
indefinable something that sorts
the men from the boys in sound

engineering.
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This is the Thad 'A' Series.
A supremely sophisticated, all
capable sound mixing console.
But, like

!
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People will say we're cutting
down our market saying things
like this.
We think not.
Because if you are one of the
best you deserve one of the best.
And this precisely is what we
have to offer,

TRIAD

More than most guys can handle.

Trident Audio Developments Limited, 4 -10 North Road, London N7 9HG. Telephone: 01 -609 0087. Telex 27782.
9

And now the Superlative SYSTEM 24
SOUND TECHNIQUES MIXERS come in all shapes and sizes. But they all have one thing in common -quality, flexibility,
and unmatched value. SYSTEMS 12 and 24 require no installation and start earning their keep from the moment you
plug them in.
Whatever your need -Big or small- there's a SOUND TECHNIQUES SYSTEM to fit it.

igQhnkulgE LIU

gm'

HAMPSTEAD AVENUE
MILDENHALL SUFFOLK
Te 1.(0638) 713631.

AUDIO CONNECTORS

NOW UNDER ONE ROOF

BROADCAST PATTERN JACKFIELDS, JACKCORDS
PLUGS & JACKS, QUICK- DISCONNECT MICROPHONE
CONNECTORS. AMPHENOL (TUCHEL) MINIATURE
CONNECTORS WITH COUPLING NUT. HIRSCHMANN
BANANA PLUGS & TEST PROBES. XLR COMPATIBLE
IN -LINE ATTENUATORS. LOW COST SLIDER FADERS

* Audio
*
*
*

BY RUF.

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
Wardour Street W1V 3LE

90
01

-437 1892

3

!

Cassette Duplication Services

Tape and Cassette Recorder Rentals

Professional Equipment Mart

Video Cassette Equipment Rentals

MAGNEGRAPH
8

Recording Co. Ltd.,

Hanway Street, London, W.I. (junct. Oxford
Tel. 01 -323 0888

Street /Tottenham Court Road)

MAGNETIC RECORDING
modules for updating and
modification of tape decks
The MEG system provides an
economical and flexible means of
adapting to multi -channel systems
-up to 24 channels with full selsync and silent drop -in drop -out.
Special head assemblies for
BT R2, BTR4 and Ampex 300's.

MINlFLUX electronics ltd
8 Hale Lane London NW7 England
01

10
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959 5166 - 2991

TEAC 4- CHANNEL

INDUSTRIAL
RECORDER
The complete mobile
recording studio.
4 totally independent
channels.
Sel sync on all channels.
Mixing facilities 63dB
signal to noise ratio.
Wide flat band width.

SOLE SUPPLIER

ITA 10 -4
MODULAR
MIXER
Ten inputs.
4 output groups.

limiters. Base, mid,
treble EQ.
4

Balanced inputs.

Modular construction.
Headphone monitoring.

£590

+ V.A.T.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

NOTE NEW ADDRESS --

OTA

ustrial Tape Applications
5 ratt Street, London NW1 OAE.TeI: 01 -485 6162 Telex: 21879
11

The
Great Sound
of Vitavox

OOO2%THD

loo watt

per

Nothing succeeds like success.
You met the new Vitavox power range last year. Its
success was instantaneous, and has been growing
ever since.
Good
but not good enough for us. We have
been, and are, continuously improving our units.
We want to give you the best value and performance
so now we offer you, improved on 1973,
the latest...

-

0.002% THD at all levels up to 10 watts and all audio
frequencies. Less than 0.02% THD at all frequencies and
all levels up to 50 watts, typically 0.004% at 1 kHz and
50 watts. Intermodulation distortion is less than 0.03 %.
The amplifer is unconditionally stable and does not
ring even into a 2pF capacitor.
The two channels are power limited at 120 watts rms
and a tracking short -circuit cut -off protects each of the
four power supplies. There is also a thermal cut -out.
Both channels will deliver continuously more than
100 watts into a 4 ohm load or 70 watts into an 8 ohm load.
The frequency response is within 1 dB from 10Hz to
20 kHz and the noise is more than 100dB below 70 watts
into an 8 ohm load.
The case size is 430mm x 300mm x 76mm.

-

S3 Pressure Unit
AK 156 Loudspeaker

H.F. Horn

Dividing Network

The matchless range
-now better than ever...

Giving You...

naim audio

The price of the NAP200
Amplifier is £172 + VAT.

15 CHURCHFIELDS RDSALISBURY. WILTS SP27NHTeI:3746

Sensitivity

Power

Efficiency

"sounds perfect"

Craftsmanship

AT LAST your search is over. If second
best just will not do, you should be using
our range of high reliability equipment
which includes power amplifiers, 100v. line
transformers, microphone transformers,
rack cabinets, and some superb electronic
lighting control units. Delivcryusually ex- stock.

VI TAVOX

Write now for the full details.

MUSTANG

Limited
Westmoreland Road,
London NW9 9RJ
Telephone 01-204 4234

COMMUNICATIONS

:

NELSON STREET SCARBOROUGH
YO12 7SZ
YORKSHIRE

Please send me further information on your product range

Name
Company
Address
12

STUDIO SOUND, JUNE

Telephone (0723) 63298
V4
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Again and again and again
Given the time, the patience, and the money, one
can connect* fifty 303 amplifiers nose to tail so
that the programme goes through one after the
other gradually deteriorating along the way.
Deteriorating? The fact is, that apart from a very
slight background hiss - akin to a good tape
recording - the programme will sound exactly

Products of

the same at the end as when it started.
*Of course one must fit an attenuator to reduce
the signal back to its original level between each
amplifier.
Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Dept.SS
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon PE18 7DB. Telephone (0480) 52561.

QUAD
The Acoustical Manufacturing

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark

Co. Ltd.

BA U mPG

ST u i 0
i

the double-system
16mm sound

projector

for the perfectionist
AD

°N\

007

PORTABLE MIXER

The Mini Mixer with the professional qualities and
the professional performance.
Battery or external power supply operable.

Inputs 4 Outputs all balanced into XLR
connectors.
8

2

Compressors with stereo link.

Peak Programme Meters switchable to all
channels and groups.
2

Auxiliary send and returns.
You know what a double system projector can do for
you. The P6 Studio, with its

advanced -design 16mm
projector and hi -fi magnetic
recording deck interlocked
on one portable chassis, can
do it better
!

Use it to assure perfect lip

sync ; as a preview and
e:!iting projector for TV and
theatre screenings; as a
multi -lingual projector and
25 -watt portable sound
studio
!

The P6 Studio also offers

you

:

Optical- magnetic

playback and magnetic
record on the picture side;
magnetic record - playback
on edge track or centre
track on the audio side.
Sound -on- sound.
Sound

transfer. Synchronous
motor.

And much more
P6 Synchron.
Single system with sync
motor. For synchronizing
with film recorders. Manual
threading. Optical playback,
magnetic record - playback.

Bauer

EVERSHED POWER- OPTICS LTD
Bridge Wharf, Bridge Road, Chertsey, Surrey KT16 81-J
Telephone: Chertsey (STD 09328) 61181 Telex: 929945 Lenservo Chrtsy

I
1

To EVERSHED POWER- OPTICS LTD. Bridge Wharf. Bridge Rd. Chertsey,
Surrey KT1 6 8LJ.
P /ease send me lull details of Bauer P.6 projectors.
Name

Company...

STUDIO SOUND, JUNE
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Inputs extendable to
Extension Unit.

1974

18 via

the Ten Input

Customers so far supplied have been full of praise
for the mixer. They include people in broadcasting
studios and the live entertainment field.
The AD 007 compressors (renamed ADC 025)
are now available as separate units, mounted in a
19in. racking system. The rack can accommodate
up to 10 modules, and a common power supply.
In this form, each module carries its own input/
output jacks and multi -channel link switch.

Avtc
Developments

Address

14

!

Modular construction is used to promote
serviceability.

Hall Lane
Walsall Wood
Staffs WS9 9AU
Tel. Brownhills

5351

i
KJ ARE AGENTS FOR:
MICROPHONES
AK G D190, D707, D202, D200,

ROGERS

BBC

D 1200, D12, D224.
CA LR EC Capicitor

MONITOR SPEAKERS
AMCRON ES224
AR

LST
BOSE 901

LS3/5

MONITO R

CELESTION Ditton 66
IMF
JBL
K EF

Professional
Studio
Reference 104

A new series of equipment from one
of the world's most respected
manufacturers. Comprises stereo tape
deck, FM tuner -preamplifier, stereo
power amplifier and quadraphonic
power amplifier.
All the range of Revox tape units can
be supplied correctly set up for any
specified brand of tape by prior
arrangement.

Surely the best small studio speaker
yet - measures only
"x6A"x11% ".
Frequency response 80- 20,000Hz

7'

ROGERS BBC LS3 /6, BBC LS3 /5
SPENDOR BCII /BCIII

+-3dB. Absolutely ideal

for

a

small

studio or mobile unit. Quite the
best sound we have heard
reproduced from such a small
cabinet. Each speaker is supplied
with an individual response curve

TAPE EQUIPMENT
TEAC A3300 Series /A450/A360
U H ER 4000 series and C R 210
Professional prices available against
official company orders on most
microphones, monitor speakers and
tape equipment.

graph.

PHILIPS

RECORDING TAPE & CASSETTES
We stock a wide range of brands and
sizes including AG FA, BASF,

Kensonic Accuphase

PHILIPS, MAXELL, MEMOREX,
SCOTCH and TD K.
Quantity rates on application.

ENQUIRY DESK!

Our sales office will be pleased to
answer any queries in respect of
technical problems, pricing and stock
availability.
Please ask for either Robin Marshall
or Chris Barker.

The new video cassette recorder with
a playing time of up to one hour.
Enables recording direct from a
normal TV aerial or from camera
(with modification) in black and
white or colour. Suitable for many
applications including advertising and
PR, training, coaching, educational
and collecting information.

CATALOGUE

KJ stock a comprehensive range of
audio equipment which is detailed in
our catalogue we will gladly send
you a copy.

-

y?a:,
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Price:

The most significant amplifier yet to
come out of Japan. Winner of the
'Grand Prix' award for the best
Amplifier of 1973 - one of a series of
awards made annually in Japan for all
categories of audio equipment by a
team of independent experts. This is
hand -built equipment of the highest
quality, also there is a matching tuner
available.

£409.00 + VAT
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BARCLAYCARD

Lise

Aasaa here

%.

ACCESS

BARCLAYCARD
ACCEPTED

Harmonic distortion immeasurable
intermodula(computed at .00005%)
tion distortion just about measurable at
typically .003%. Utterly reliable,
guaranteed for 3 years and they actually
sound better too!

-

Showroom Hours:
Mon. -Sat. 9.30 am - 5.30 pm

Thurs. (late night) until 8.00 p.m.

IC 150
D 60

No Half Day Closing

minutes walk from Watford Junction
Station - and just off the M1
2

D150
DC300a
ES 224

Pre-amp
Power -amp (40w)
Power -amp (100w)
Power-amp (200w)
Speaker system

For the first time a cassette deck
a response up to 20,000 Hz and
monitoring in Dolby 'W. We have
measured both 700 and 1000 models
and have achieved a response of
distortion
30- 20,000 Hz +1 / -2dB
typically 1.7% mid band reference
200 nWb /m, and signal to noise ratio
-56dB unweighted. All measurements
on TD'K Cr02 tape.

with

-
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LEISURESOUND

LTD
K.IIJ
101, St Albans Road, Watford, Herts. WDI 1RD
Telephone Watford 33011
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THE PROFESSIONAL

THE QUASI 4 OUTPUT MIXER
12 MODULE CAPABILITY IN EITHER 8 x4
OR 10x2 FORMAT
XLR OR JACK SOCKET TERMINATION
LOW OR HIGH IMPEDANCE MIC INPUTS

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE SENSITIVITY
THREE BAND EQUALIZATION
ECHO AND FOLDBACK OUTPUTS
LINEAR FADER
4 TRACK ROUTING SWITCH AND PAN POT
ON EACH CHANNEL
EQUALIZED ECHO RETURN,MAIN OUTPUT
FADERS AND VU METERS
SIZE 16 x 14XI,z" WEIGHT 151bs

AT A NON -PROFESSIONAL
PRICE

ALLEN & HEATH LTD.
PEMBROKE HOUSE
CAMPSBOURNE ROAD, HORNSEY

Klipschorn

,

LONDON N8. Tel:

01

340 3291

This is it. The ultimate. Smooth response with
minimal distortion from 32.7Hz to 17.5k Hz. No
valid test has ever shown any other speaker to be
better. Or as good. Overall performance exhibits
the lowest distortion of any speaker ever tested in
our laboratories. And we test every speaker that
makes a serious claim to quality reproduction.

What makes the KLIPSCHORN that way? Three
carefully designed horns that cover the entire
audible spectrum.
style

b

The purchase of a KLIPSCHORN is a final one.
Even with thousands in the world, few ever change
hands. Their fundamental design cannot be
improved, so people keep them. Changes in the
last 24 years have been in detail only. Any
KLIPSCHORN bearing a serial number higher than
14 (dating 1948) can be modified to give a
response indistinguishable from current models.

Sole U.K. Agents

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD.

The woofer is a wooden corner horn, folded
around its own 15 inch driver with air tight back
air chamber. Woofer sounds come out the sides
of lower part of the KLIPSCHORN and are reflected
from floor and walls of the room corner to add an
octave and a half to the bass range.
The driving diaphragm, being horn loaded, does
not require large excursion, a principal source of
distortion in low frequency speakers. At equal
output levels, the KLIPSCHORN's distortion is
about one tenth that of direct radiator loudspeakers.

And the output capability is more than ten times
as much. Yet performance at very low levels
is judged superior.
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
SAXMUNDHAMU SU FOLKTPNPA NL

TEL: (0728) 2262 2615
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WE HAVE BEEN EVEN MORE QUIET RECENTLY

Alice with Capital at the Ideal Home Exhibition

as our recording studio
contracts we are working with local

As well

Radio.

Main contractors to
M.B.C. (Newcastle)
Swansea Sound,
Equipment supplied to:
Capital Radio
Radio Clyde
Piccadilly Radio (Manchester)
B.R.M.B. (Birmingham)
Alice in Studio

/item

B. Radio

Clyde

(STANCOIL LIMITED) and ALICE BROADCASTING

ALEXANDRA ROAD, WINDSOR, ENGLAND

Windsor 51056'61308
17

equipment for the
professional sOuNdrecordiNg
NEW

biiII

studio from

DESIGNED AND MADE IN THE U.K.

MULTI -CHANNEL EQUIPMENT
We have set a new price performance standard with our 4, 8 and 16 channel studio
recorders offering full facilities for the production of master recordings. PPM or VU
meters on each channel. Equalisation to CCIR, NAB and IEC characteristics. Remote
control for tape transport and record functions. The equipment is in full production and
studio use in both U.K. and overseas.

STUDIO RECORDERS
for 2- channel reducing, field recording and full track mastering.

TAPE TRANSPORTS
We offer a widened range of 2 speed and 4 speed modules from 15/16
to 60 IPS, $" to 1" tape width, with heavy duty solenoid operation and
remote control facilities.

b renrJ 1

See us

BRENELL ENGINEERING CO LTD
231 -5

Liverpool Road, London

N1

at the

APRS EXHIBITION
on Stand 76

1LY Tel.

01

-607 8271 (5 lines)

mixing with

the best

order to fill the need for a small versatile truly professional mixer, Stellavox
have designed the ultra modern Mixer
type AMI 48. Using the same principles
as the well known Stellavox professional
tape recorder type SP7, the AMI 48 is
very rugged, with a die -cast chassis; very
light ánd small, but with perfect
operational comfort; battery operated,
for use anywhere.
Being comprehensive, it offers not only
the classical facilities of conventional big
studio consoles, but many exclusive
circuits: powering for any condenser
microphones (parallel or phantom fed
12 V, phantom fed 48 V); very accurate
880 Hz tuning fork reference oscillator; and
the new limiting circuits type SIL on all
inputs and outputs,
allowing easy use of
STELLAMASTER
technology for
extremely low noise
recordings.
In

:

wIlzvoX
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A.V. Distr butors (London) Ltd.
Park Road, Baker Street,
London N W1 4SH.

26

Tel.:

01

-935 8161.

Please send me further Stellavox
details.
Name

Address

12`lirg.L
London's leading distributors for
Studio, P.A. and Professional Equipment
TEAC A3340

(Professional Model)

R.E.W. are main suppliers to professional users of this new 4 channel tape
recorder. Main features include full selsync on all 4 channels, 15 and 7+ i.p.s.,
solenoid mechanics and 102" reels.
Other recorders available with similar
facilities would cost over (1,000.
R.E.W. price on application.

AKG
studio

Latest Series now with O }
reels, large VU meters
!Sips and variable speed
wind and rewind.
7502H. 2 Tr. high speed
deck E245 plus VAT.
7502DH. As above but with
Dolby £293 plus VAT.
7522H. Deck with amps
and speakers E272 plus
I

VAT.

are
LONDON DISTRIBUTORS FOR
(AMCRON) CROWN AMPLIFIERS. All models of
these superb amplifiers are available ex -stock fo
Sale or Hire. Amcron amplifiers set the standard

as

for studio monitoring or P.A. amplification.
REW offer the Amcron amplifiers at the trade
prices shown to bona fide professional users or

the

standard.
Most models avail-

over
the
counter including
capacitors. REW.
are main West
End distributors.
AKG DI90E. All purpose high quality mic.
AKG D109. Neck microphone.
AKG D202E1. 2 Capsule studio standard mic.
AKG D1200E. Highly versatile stage mic.
AKG D12. Studio mic for bass instruments.
AKG D224E. The ultimate dynamic mic.
AKG C451 E. Famous studio capacitor mic.

DC300A

able

trade organisations.

Will give

up to 500 watts from
one channel with distortion
lower than 0.05% Hum and
noise is below 110 dB 150

Professional Prices

available to bona fide professional
users or trade
organisations.

watts, and the DC300A is now
able to operate into loads as
low as
ohm.
I

D150

REW are also main agents for SHURE, BEYER, CALREC, SONY, CAPACITOR,
SENNHEISER,- ORANGE, RESLO RADIO MICS. and LONDON DISTRIBU
TORS FOR KEITH MONKS MIC STAND.
Available
for
immediate
delivery

SUPER 7

AMCRONREW

Microphones
Accepted

NEW FERROGRAPH

PHILIPS NI500 VCR VIDEO
CASSETTE RECORDER
Colour Cassette Recorder incorporat ng a built -in
TV tuner and a time clock for automatic recording.
30, 45 and 60 minute playing times.
Will plug
into standarc television set.
Version
with colour vdeo input also available.

Offers up to 140 watts from
each channel, or 330 watts as
a mono amplifier. Again very
low distortion, and rugged
construction make the D150
ideal for smaller PAs and fold
back systems.

Will provide

up to 60 watts
from each channel, and is of
the same high quality as the
D150. As a mono amplifier it
will give over 100 watts. The
D60 is only láin. thin.

IC150
Superb quality dual channel
preamplifier designed to operate with DI 50 power amplifier.
Signal to noise ratio almost

f409
plus

immeasurable.

VAT

All Amcron Amplifiers are guaranteed for
3

years.

Products are sold at professional prices against company orders
only.

West End Professional Sales, Lower Ground Floor
146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2 Tel. 01 -836 3365

\

Head Office, Video Studios and Development Dept.,
REW House, 10 -12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London
SW I9 2BE. Tel. 01 -540 9684/5/6. Telex 896194
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COMMUNICATION ACCESSORIES
& EQUIPMENT LIMITED
77

AKEMAN STREET

TRING, HERTS. U.K. HP23 6AJ
New style broadcast type jackfields available
with up to 26 jacks on 19" spacing, and from
1-6 rows.

point jacks with gold alloy crossbar contacts.
Patch cords, with both single (3 way plug) and
double (6 way plug).
5

B.P.O. type terminal blocks.

All available from stock. Send for full details of
our range of components.

STD: 0442-82
Telephone: Tring 401
Answerback: Batelcom Tring
Telex: 82362
I

WHY CHILTON MIXERS?
We are manufacturers in the true sense of

the word; producing Teak Cabinets, Sheet
Metal Work, Tooling, Front Panel and Printed Circuit Artwork etc., our products are
accurate with an attention to detail that is
second nature to us.
The popular M1012 (10in 2out) portable mixer
shown is supplied as a basic unit with 10 Line
inputs inc PPM, Oscillator, LF HF Equalisers,
1
Aux and PFL. You choose the number of
Microphone or Gram inputs, the channels to
have Presence, Switchable HF /LF Filters or
In addition a 2nd Aux channel,
Ducking.
Talk -Back, and /or Compressors can be fitted.

*
*
*

*
*

Dolby A36I for

hire*

REVOX All Mk III Recorders, standard and high speed
model in stock. Sel -Sync model available.
New REVOX A700 1372 and 1374 now available.
NEAL 102 professional cassette deck from stock.
All leading equipment at competitive prices including
A.K.G., Beyer, Ferrograph, Teac A3340, Quad, Tannoy,
Spendor, Uher 4000/4200/4400, Report IC, and CR2I0
cassette recorder with facility for chrome tape.
131

The Parade, High Street, Watford WDI
Tel. Watford 34644

INA

BAILEYS

Ring or write for full information, if however
our standard range is unsuitable it may be
possible to modify one to suit your
requirements.
Series

£295.00 -L VAT
£455.00 -i- VAT
£515.00',-VAT

M10/2 Mk3 BASIC
16

12

input version
in 4 out

7

Modular Sound Systems
GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD
HANWORIH TRADING ESIATE

MAGNETIC TAPES Ltd., Chilton Works,
Garden Rd., Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4NS

Telephone
20
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EELTHAM MIDDLESEX
TELEPHONE 01- 894 9141
GRAMS REAMP FEIIHANI

this
is
Broadcast Equipment
04©

12C

Turntable

IS THE STANDARD
EQUIPMENTOF THE

AMERICAN BROADCAST
AND RECORDING INDUSTRY THERE IS NO
EQUAL.

Q

BROADCAST
TURNTABLE
12C

N.A.B. STEREO RUMBLE
REQUIREMENTS
* 3 -SPEED
* ONLY 3 MOVING PARTS
* DEPENDABLE RUGGEDNESS
* EXCEEDS

Specifications:
Drive: Outer rim with idler wneel.
Capstan: Phenolic- Ground on Motor Shaft.
Platter: 91b. Aluminium, concentricity +.001 ".
Stereo Rumble: -62dB (Ref- weighted audio)
Wow and Flutter: 0.05"
Speed Regulation: 99.95
Start up time: 16th of Turn to full speed of
33 rpm).
Line voltage: 240V (50 cycles).
.

1

STEREO

CARTRIDGE
BROADCAST
RECORDER
Specifications:
* Direct Crive-No belts.
* Plug -in state electronics.
* Mono or stereo.
* Accepts all size N.A.B. cartridges
*
*

*
*

*
*

O0©

Stereo Cartridge Recorder

Sole U.K. Distributor:

*
*

Micro adjust -Nortronics Heads.
Designed for remote control.
Full accessibility.
Performance spec fications exceed
N.A.B. requirements.
Electronically regulated power
supply.
"Instant" Cartridge removal.
"Built -in" 150 Hz generator and
detector at no additional cost.
Tertiary (8 kHz) Generator and
detector optional.
Facilities for microphone or high
leve! input.

NOTE NEW ADDRESSIndustrial Tape Applications
5 Pratt Street, London NW1 OAE.TeI: 01 -485 6162 Telex: 21879
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Nei DI
Inquiry into broadcasting
LORD ANNAN is to be chairman
of a Committee of Inquiry into
broadcasting. On April 10 Mr Roy
Jenkins, the Home Secretary, who
has responsibility for broadcasting,
announced that the terms of reference of the committee, whose
members have yet to be named,
would be: To consider the future
of the broadcasting services in the
United Kingdom, including the
dissemination by wire of broadcast
and other programmes and of television for public showing; to consider the implications for present or
any recommended additional services of new techniques; and to
propose what constitutional, organisational and financial arrangements
and what conditions should apply
to the conduct of all these services'.
There is no mention of any
examination of the external services, which operate on a grant -inaid from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. The National
Union of Journalists and the
Association of Broadcasting staffs
have made representations to the
government to seek assurances that
reported cuts of £1,500,000, on top
of cuts already announced of
£390,000, would not be made.
Some matters are likely to be
decided by the government without
the committee's help -such as
changing the financing of the BBC,
Independent Television and the five
existing cable television stations.
The BBC have been seeking an
increase in the licence fee for some
time now. The ITV levy will
change from a tax on revenue to a
tax on profits if a bill going through
parliament becomes law, and some
help is expected for the five cable
television stations now running on
a non -profitmaking basis.
The committee seems likely to
sit for some time. The charters of
both the IBA and the BBC, which
expire in 1976, will be extended to
July 1979 `to allow the committee
to complete its task'. It is estimated
that the committee will take about
two and a half years to produce its
report. The committee would not
normally start its work until the
autumn but it seems likely that the
sittings will begin in June or July.
This is because the Labour government is uncertain of its own future
and does not wish the committee
to disappear if there is a change of
government in the next parliament.
Lord Annan was named as the
22
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head of a Committee of Inquiry
into broadcasting in the previous
Labour government. In May 1970,
Mr John Stonehouse, then Minister
of Posts and Telecommunications,
announced an Inquiry but the
committee was scrapped by the
incoming Conservative government
before the members of the committee had been named.
In September 1972 the House of
Commons Select Committee on

Nationalised Industries published
a report calling for an inquiry into
broadcasting and criticising the
running of commercial broadcasting. They suggested that, if the
commercial companies were to be
given the fourth tv channel, they
should be prepared to run unprofitable educational or social service
programmes subsidised by the
existing commercial channel.
In March 1973 the Conservative
government published a white
paper called `Observations by the
Minister of Posts and Telecommunications and the Independent
The
Broadcasting Authority'.
white paper was seen as an answer
to the Select Committee's criticisms. It rejected an inquiry into
broadcasting and was seen by many
as an indication that the government intended to give the IBA the
fourth tv channel, probably as a
At the
commercial proposition.
same time the white paper said the
charters of the BBC and IBA would
be extended to 1981, by which time
technical developments would have
made an impact on broadcasting.
There has been pressure from
many quarters for an inquiry into
broadcasting for some years now.
Many politicians have sought to
enact changes in television broadcasting particularly, since they
regard television as increasingly
usurping the functions of parliament. The Labour party have been
particularly unhappy with the way
broadcasting is run. In a Commons
debate in October 1968 the late
Richard Crossman complained that
television played up the `gladitorial
aspects' of party politics, and in
1970, when Mr Anthony Wedgwood
Benn, a former minister of Posts
and Telecommunications, said that
`Broadcasting is really too important to be left to the broadcasters',
a remark which the BBC described
as the thin end of the Wedge.
Broadcasters themselves have
The `76
called for an inquiry.
1974

Group', named after the year in
which the licences would expire,
was such a group, comprising a
number of people who had resigned
from London Weekend Television,
including
Doreen
Stephens,
Humphrey Burton and Kenith
Trodd. Another group was the
Group,
Free Communications
which was formed in 1968, and
was particularly interested in bringvarying
ing about a measure
according to each of its members
of workers' control, as exists in the
Scandinavian countries.
In his Granada Guildhall lecture
in 1972, Sir Hugh Greene, director
general of the BBC from 1960 to
1969 and a governor for the two
years following, said: `A major
inquiry into the future of broadcasting should begin in 1977 taking
account in particular of the new
technical developments which will
begin to have considerable influence
on broadcasting after 1985, including the opening up of further television channels which will call for
allocation. It might be a useful
innovation if the chairman of such
a Committee of Inquiry could be
appointed by the government of
the day in agreement with the leader
of the opposition and the leader of
A decision
the Liberal party.
should be made as soon as possible
to allocate the fourth channel to
the IBA
The authority should
take over the functions of programme planning and selling advertising time, leaving the programme
companies with the sole function

- -

...

of producing programmes.'
Lord Annan, a Labour peer

--

recreation: Mediterranean travel
has been provost of University
College, London since 1966. For
the previous ten years he had been
provost of Kings College, Cambridge. He has been described as
`a tireless commissioner, reviewer
and party-goer', and he is a planner
of Essex and East Anglia Universities. He was a member of the
committee set up by the Monopolies Commission when the then Roy
Thomson took over Times Newspapers in 1966. He is one of the 13
Directors of Covent Garden Opera
House. From 1966 to 1970 he was
a member of the Public Schools
Commission, and has written a
biography of one of the headmasters of Stowe School.

IBA expand
THE

INDEPENDENT

Authority's sound radio transmitters, with the opening of Independent Local Radio in the Greater
Manchester area on April 2, now
cover a quarter of the population
of Britain.
The programmes of Piccadilly
Radio Ltd, formerly Greater Manchester Independent Radio Ltd,
will be carried by the Manchester
transmitters on 1,151k Hz medium
wave and 97 MHz vhf/fm. Initially,
transmission will start at 05.00 daily
(except Sundays when they will
start at 06.00) and run through
until 02.00 the following day.

Video
Link House Publications are to launch a new monthly
magazine called Video. This is to
be edited by David Kirk, along
with STUDIO SOUND, and its aim
will be to detail the continuing
development of audio- visual media
with particular emphasis on television and video tape. Video will
be a professional journal with a
controlled circulation, aimed at
users of audio-visual communication techniques.
THIS AUTUMN,

Digital delay line
to Knowles Electronics for two errors in a December `New Equipment' item. The
ASD digital delay line is manufactured by Industrial Research Products (not `Projects') and gives up
to 300 ms storage per panel. The
latter figure may be increased by
employing panels in tandem.
OUR APOLOGIES

Obituary

occurred recently of
Mr George E. Gadsdon, one of the
most widely known personalities in
the audio industry. Mr Gadsdon
had been in the gramophone equipment industry for more than 42
years and he lately worked for
Garrard as a sales manager.
THE DEATH

Trident move
are on the move.
Until recently at 17 St Ann's
Court, Wardour Street, Wl, they
are now at 35 Brewer Street,
London WIR 3FW. Telephone:

TRIDENT STUDIOS

439 4177.

BASF prices

MARCH I this year BASF
increased their prices. This was
mainly due to the higher cost of
plastic production and the fact that
Broadcasting oil is the main feedstock of polyFROM

styrene. The price of reel -to -reel
LH tape is now ten per cent more,
and other reel -to -reel tapes have
been increased by five per cent.
Cassettes have gone up by 6p with
the exception of Chromium Dioxide
(Cr02) cassettes.

lEA goes to Birmingham
THE 1976 Instrumentation Electronics & Automation exhibition will
be held at the new £20,000,000

Birmingham Conference centre.
This announcement was made
before the opening of the LEA's
last exhibition at Olympia, lEA 74,
which will be held between May 13
and 17.
On May 1, a statement said, the
organisers would go to inspect the
facilities at the Birmingham Conference centre and to make plans for
the removal of one of the electronics industry's largest exhibitions to
a new venue.
Nearly 110,000 m3 of floor space
will be available for the exhibition,
which has had to move out of
Olympia because that site is being
redeveloped. `By 1976,' the statement continued, `the first year of
its opening, over 90,000 hotel
rooms are expected to be available
in the Birmingham area, including
700 in the exhibition complex
itself'. A railway station would be
incorporated in the site.
The move makes it more likely
that a venue could be found for a
massive
exhibition
combining
smaller exhibitions by the Association of Public Address Engineers,
the Association of Professional
Recording Studios, and some of
the better audio exhibitions. The
scheme has met with some opposi-

tion, particularly from the committee of the APRS.
Another interested party might
have been the Audio Engineering
Society, but the exhibition centre
will not have been built in time to
host the 1975 convention which is
at present looking for a home. In
any case, as an AES official put it,
Birmingham could offer little of
interest in the way of studio facilities for the workshops compared
with London.

MM-1100

reproducer available which will
accommodate 40 cm tape reels
using 50 mm audio recording tape.
Ampex delivered the first MM -1100
in February 1973 and the machines
are in service at recording studios
able in eight, 16 and 24 channel throughout the USA and in 22
versions and is claimed to be the other countries, including 17 in
only commercial audio recorder/ Britain.

MM-1100 second
generation multichannel audio/
recorder has been sold to Compact
Video Systems Inc in Burbank,
California. The MM -1100 is availAMPEX'S

150TH

Vhf service
BBC Radio Humberside
Frequency: 96.9 MHz.
Polarisation: horizontal.
Maximum erp: 4 5kW.
New appointment
Mean height of transmitting aerial: 67m agl, 231m aod.
HENRY PATTINSON has succeeded Transmitter site: High Hunsley.
Philip Ashworth as chairman of National grid reference: SE 946350.
the European Tape Industry Association (formed 1971). Mr Pattinson, who spent two years as

Grundig's marketing manager
before joining BASF in 1970, is
manager of the Audio/Video Tapes
Division of BASF (GB) Ltd.

BBC RADIO HUMBERSIDE

Knaresboro,,;

rrrogate
Hornsea

Leevers -Rich E200
centres at Ottawa and Canberra have
received studio / broadcast tape
recorders made by Leevers - Rich
Equipment Ltd. The Foreign and
Commonwealth Office have specified that this equipment be used
and the first batch of machines for
Canada was expected to be in
operation in March.
The E200 rack -mounted 6.25 mm
machine, to a Central Office of
Information specification (which
allows 400 radio stations to receive
news simultaneously) will be used
to monitor news and magazine
material received from England by
satellite.

Beverley

BRITISH INFORMATION Service
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Rellortl

Sound Equipment
MIXING DESK from £600 -I- VAT
ILLUSTRATED HERE.
15 INPUT CHANNELS.
STEREO OUTPUTS.
4 FOLD -BACK OUTPUT CHANNELS.
£920 + VAT.

Bins -Horns -Mixers-Multitores- Crossovers -Amps -Stage Cabinets and Foldback Systems

01

This is one of our range of portable P.A. mixers.
An integral part of the Zoot -Horn P.A. system.

31

-653 6018

STATION ROAD,

LONDON SE255AH.
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Spacer lengths
Dear Sir, In his entertaining (and, alas, all too
true) article `How to ruin a good recording' in
your April issue, Mike Anthony states that
recommended length of spacer
`the APRS
between items is 4s'.
Not so. The Association's recommendation
in its Information Sheet No. 1 (Procedures to
be taken when tapes are submitted for transfer
to master lacquers) is that `Spaces between
items should be indicated by 4s (unless otherwise specified) of white leader tape'. This
indication is intended for the guidance of the
engineer cutting the lacquer: the actual duration
of breaks between items is of course a matter
to be decided by the producer of the record and
not by this Association.
Mr Anthony may be interested to know that
the Executive Committee has recently updated
this information sheet, a new edition of which
will shortly be circulated to our members and
affiliates. The paragraph in question now
reads: `Where scrolls are required on the disc
a minimum of 4s (unless otherwise specified)
of white spacer must be inserted at the desired
position in the tape'.
Yours faithfully, Edward Masek, Secretary,
Association of Professional Recording Studios,
23 Chestnut Avenue, Chorleywood, Hertford-

...

shire.

Nagra battery recorders
Dear Sir, I have just read your reviews of the
Kudelski Nagra SN and 4SL in the April 1974
issue of STUDIO SOUND. It is always pleasant
to read such favourable reports. It is also
useful, as in general we hear only complaints.
In our next model we are tempted to abandon
some features that don't appear to be of much
use but I don't expect this will please everyone.
And it isn't always easy to put back a gadget
you've just taken away.
I would like to explain. First the SN.
I have
1. SN low speed characteristic.
added the low speed only because it was
possible to do so without any audio circuit
switching; for recording, the amount of preemphasis is determined by the spectral
composition of the sound to be recorded: so it
is the same at all speeds. For playback, the
use of an external postequaliser is necessary.
Such a device is included in our accessories.
And of course, as we are preparing a special
mains- operated playback unit for SN tapes,
full equalisation is provided.
The low speed was actually considered as
an emergency facility for use if the time of
recording had to be increased. Switching audio
in such a small recorder would be harmful to
reliability.
2.

The microphone input arrangements

were the only solution I have found able to
accept capacitor and dynamic mics without
STUDIO SOUND, JUNE 1974
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switching and without sacrifice on signal -tonoise.
3. We now have a new automatic level
control, called ALC 2, with manually adjustable
maximum sensitivity which provides a better
maximum sensitivity and also limits the noise
coming back during long silences.
On the Nagra 4:
4. We have a balanced 1.55V output /input
accessory (QSNES) to connect model 4S to a
standard Dolby or any other 1.55V balanced
insertion device.
5. Input level.
I voluntarily kept the
maximum sensitivity low; with the present one,
when pots are at maximum, the mic noise is
Increasing this
stronger than tape noise.
sensitivity will add nothing to recorded information but will lessen the overload capacity.
6. The modulometer
speed may be
increased to 1 mS. The basic circuit is faster
than that. It is slowed down by a resistor to
satisfy average specifications but is easily
modifiable.
When we set modulometers to high speed,
people under -record monitoring on very short
It is actually
peaks and then complain.
asymmetrical, as we found that for music this
was not an inconvenience. Maybe I was wrong
but I try to limit the complexity a little.
7. The Nagramaster- playback -RC is 13.5
It was chosen to give the most neutral
I. s.
noise coloration but of course such a choice is
always subjective.
8. We have wide track heads as options
but then it is not possible to have a cue track.
The signal -to-noise gain is 1.6 dB.
9. Above all, I must give you information
Nagra 4S
on our new recording system.
recorders produced now are equipped with a
new recording amplifier called CPRS (controlled pre -emphasis recording system). This
device limits without distortion the level of
high frequency signals sent to the recording
head. Our general philosophy about this is
the following:
Statistically the level of high frequency
signals to be recorded in audio is lower than
that of medium frequencies. As this is specially
perceptible at the high end of the spectrum, it
is worthwhile to pre-emphasise before recording
high frequency signals and to de-emphasise
them at playback. This technique is used
universally in the audio field, as well as in tape
recording, disc engraving and fm transmission.
That means that, if a signal contains a level of
high frequency exceeding the maximum
assumed level, it will be limited; this means
that one part of this signal will be lost. Fortunately this limitation is practically imperceptible to the listener, if it is well done of course.
If in any case we have to lose this high frequency peak, somewhere between the musician
and the listener, it is better to lose it at the
beginning of the chain and pre-emphasise all
stages to the same amount, so the signal-to-

noise ratio will be as good as possible.
That means that it is not wise to pre emphasise less in tape recording than in disc
engraving or fm transmitting. So I go to the

Nagramaster equalisation of 13.5 µs.
All Nagra 4s whose serial number is followed
by 4 and + are equipped with CPRS. Old
ones may be connected at a nominal price.
Yours faithfully, Stefan Kudelski, CH -1033
Cheseaux- Sur-Lausanne, Suisse, Switzerland.

Telephone balancing
Dear Sir, In the January 1973 issue [Long time
arriving! -Ed]. there was an interesting discussion of the problems of telephone balancing.
Radio talkback programmes are popular in
Australia and I would like to detail a few of
the local solutions to the problems cited. As
drawn below, a hybrid transformer is commonly used. The transformer is a 690 CT:600
CT line isolating type (TA 2566 made by LM
Ericcson). Apparently line impedance variations do not exist to the same degree in the
local telephone system, for there are no
readjustments necessary for different subscriber
lines. With the basic setup drawn, rejection is
about 35 dB. However this alone is insufficient,
for according to the PMG, calls may vary over
the considerable range of -40 VII to 0 VU.
The minimum level sent to the subscriber is
about -5 VU. Anything less (we tried it) causes
too many `didn't hear' comments. As you can
see, the example quoted would cause unacceptable sidetone to be apparent ( -40 VU caller
and -5 VU feed, with 35 dB rejection, gives
sidetone at the same level as the caller). To
solve this dilemma, a voice -operated ducker is
inserted between the amplified caller's signal
and the mixer input. The time constants, or
constant, of this ducker is fairly critical.
Another note: we have not found it necessary
to process the caller's signal (8 dB boost at
2k Hz was cited). I make no claim of originality

TEL. FEED

(BALANCED)

TEL

CALLER

LINE

OUTPUT

USE 60011 BALANCED FEED AND

TERMINATE.CALLER OUTPUT.
WITH 60011
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AB Pearl
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for the hybrid, incidentally, as it is widely used
in Australia.
Yours faithfully, Peter M. Cox, Radio 7HT,
PO Box 572F, GPO Hobart, Tasmania,
Australia 7001.

DBX

laboratorium.
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The Ideal Microphone Application Manual

Dear Sir, I read Angus McKenzie's field test
of the DBX 187 with considerable interest.
Many of his comments seem valid and appropriate but I am somewhat surprised by others.
We have frequently made multigeneration
copies of encoded material without much of
any degradation. We, of course, use well
adjusted tape recorders with special care to
adjust the bias for minimum modulation noise.
Did he use the Philips Pro 36 referred to later
in the field test for the fourth generation
dubbing experiment and how did he bias this
machine? Why does he presume that professional tape recorders will normally have severe
low frequency head waves?
Is the metronome used in the transient attack
test the same electronic metronome maintained
in the Burwen 2000 review? What is its waveform? Our level sense circuitry will follow
transients rising at over 400 dB /ms and yield
essentially perfectly complementary decoding.
This is faster than the risetime of any physical
object struck with a stick or hammer and
propagating acoustic waves into the atmosphere. I can only presume that he used an
electrically generated pulse with a very rapid
risetime. If this is the case, the comment `If
this effect can be produced by a metronome,

then surely transients produced in an orchestra
could also well be affected and might cause
trouble at a later stage in the recording process'
seems unjustified.
The disc decoding errors mentioned result
from subsonic components due to disc warpage.
The equipment designed for disc decoding uses
a five -pole low frequency cutoff filter in the
level sensing circuit which eliminates this effect.
I wish Mr McKenzie had used a low modulation noise tape such as Maxell UD with optimum biasing technique for his listening tests.
I think that he might have reached some
different conclusions.
I might add that I have been reading your
equipment reviews for some time. I am most
impressed with the tremendous amount of
detailed work which they reveal.
Yours faithfully, David Blackmer, President,
DBX Inc., 286 Newton Street, Waltham, Mass
02154, USA.

covers every significant aspect
of theory and use from A to Z!
At last, the whole field of microphone design
and application has been prepared and explained in one concise, fact -filled volume by
one of audio's outstanding experts. This book
is complete, up -to- the -minute and so full of
useful information, we think you'll use it every
time you face a new or unusual microphone
problem.
Perfect for Reference
or Trouble- Shooting
The twenty -six fact -packed chapters in this
indispensable volume cover the whole field of
microphones from theory, physical limitations,
electro- acoustic limitations, maintenance and
evaluation to applications, accessories and associated equipment. Each section is crammed
with experience- tested, detailed information.
Whatever your audio specialty -you need
this book!
Along with down -to -earth advice on trouble -free microphone applications, author Lou
Burroughs passes on dozens of invaluable
secrets learned through his many years of
experience. He solves the practical problems you meet in day -to -day situations. For
example:
When would you choose a cardioid, omnidirection or bi- directional mic?
How are omni-directional mics used for

DC21.
48 volt, cardioid, miniature.

Also available as omnidirectional DC20.
For

ran

modifications to improve performance. BASF
low noise high output 1p tape was used, which
has very good modulation noise characteristics,
and the machine was biased for an overdrop of
3 dB at 10k Hz. This figure giving the best
overall performance and the electronic circuitry
28
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Angus McKenzie comments
Both a Pro 36 Philips with ferrite heads and a
Teac 3340 were used for the evaluation. The
Teac's electronic circuitry has had major
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Sweden, Microphones & acessones.
HES Electronics - Brussels, TSV
Nenes telephone balance: units.
and studio equipment.
Inovonics Incorporated - Campbell
California U.S.A., Audio electro: s.
Roland Zeissler Werk Für Elektro
Mechanik - Cologne, Racks and

orchestral pickup?
How does dirt in the microphone rob you
of response?
How do you space your microphones to
bring out the best in each performer:
Lou Burroughs is widely known for his pioneering work with Electro -Voice and is one
of the universally recognized experts in the
field. He helped design and develop many of
the microphones which made modern broadcasting possible. Lou Burroughs knows microphones inside out. This book is based on
his many years of research, field studies and
lectures given throughout the world.
This text is highly recommended as a teaching tool and reference for all those in the
Price $20.00
audio industry.

r SAGAMORE

PUBLISHING CO., INC.

980 Old Country Road
Plainview, N. Y. 11803

copies of MICROAPPLICATION by Lou
Burroughs. My full remittance in the amount
of $
is enclosed.
Please send me
PHONES: DESIGN

&

:

instrument housings.

Name

Address
City
Zip
Stale
Foreign orders add $1.00 postage and handling
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THE FOLLOWING list of Complete Specifications Accepted is quoted from the weekly
Official Journal (Patents). Copies of specifications may be purchased (25p) from the Patent
Office, Orpington, Kent BR5 3RD.
March 6

1350781 Computer Transmission Corporation.
Multiplexer.
1350821 Thomson -CSF.
Acousto-optical modulator systems.
1350859 Hewlett-Packard Co.
Acousto -optic apparatus.
1350907 British Broadcasting Corporation.
Combining companded signals.
1350985 Philips Electronic & Associated
Industries Ltd.
Chrominance channel circuit for adjusting the
ratio between the transmission factors of the
channel for a picture content signal and a burst
signal.
1351083 Philips Electronic & Associated
Industries Ltd.
Colour television camera including a raster
position corrector.
1351135 RCA Corporation.
Colour television receiver.
1351157 Singer Co.
Placement of image on matrix display.
1351211 Motorola Inc.
Colour signal recording.
1351291 Eastman Kodak Co.
Image projection apparatus.
1351296 Siemens AG.
Echo traps for telecommunication channels.
1351328 Telefonaktiebolaget L. M. Ericsson.
Level- control arrangement.
1351352 Philips Electronic & Associated
Industries Ltd.
Circuit for a colour television receiver including
a chrominance signal amplifier stage.

March 13
1351402/3 Sony Corporation.
Decoding systems for colour television receivers.
1351415 Matsushita Electric Industrial Co
Ltd.
CRT display apparatus.
1351610 J & P Eng (Reading) Ltd.
Scanning display devices.
1351620 Eastman Kodak Co.
Telecine apparatus.
1351649 Sony Corporation.
Magnetic recording and / or reproducing
apparatus.
1351703 RCA Corporation.
Video amplifiers.
1351705 Sperry Rand Corporation.
Magnetic digital recording.
1351804 Goldsmith, D. S.
Method and apparatus for picking up sounds.
1351807 Philips Electronic & Associated
Industries Ltd.
Pulse generator for television for generating at
least one pulse series having pulses of different
26
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duration and repetition period.
1351817 Magnavox Co.
Apparatus for modifying electrical signals.
1351820 Matsushita Electric Industrial Co
Ltd.

Manufacture of magnetic assemblies.
1351835 BBC Brown Boveri & Co Ltd.
Ferrimagnetic garnets.
1351842 Rank Organisation Ltd.
Transducer assemblies.
1351844 RCA Corporation.
High voltage limiter circuit for television
receivers.
1351862 Philips Electronic & Associated
Industries Ltd.
Control arrangement for character display.
1351899 Pentacon Dresden, VEB.
Slide projection and sound reproduction system.
1351927 De Telecommunications, SA.
Amplifier for telecommunication signals.
1351993 Burroughs Corporation.
Disc file AGC circuit.
1352022 Magnavox Co.
Facsimile system with data compression.

Pioneer Electronic Corporation.
Recording method.
1352049 Siemens AG.
Method of and apparatus for displaying a
series of measured values as a curve.
1352085 Communications Satellite Corporation.
Satellite antenna autotrack system permitting
error signals to appear at the earth station.
1352031

March

20

1352117

Ricoh, KK.

Data processing arrangements.
Zellweger Ltd.
Remote control receiver.
1352227 Licentia Patent -Verwaltungs-GmbH.
System for the transmission of binarily coded
communications.
1352249 Thomson -CSF.
Combined antenna system.
1352302 Elektromechanikai Vallalat.
Linearity corrector for high frequency ampli1352185

fiers.
1352406 Lignes

Telegraphiques Et Telephoniques.
Antennas with adjustable aperture.
1352407 Pioneer Electronic Corporation.
Electrostatic electroacoustic transducer.
1352425 RCA Corporation.
Signal detecting and latching circuit.
1352431 Matsushita Electric Industrial Co
Ltd.
Television signal transmitter.
1352509 International Computers Ltd.
Methods of making ferrite cores.
1352569 Agfa-Gevaert AG.
Recording and reproduction of sound.
1352595 Matsushita Electric Industrial Co
Ltd.
Web cartridge ejection arrangements.
1352609 Nihon Denshi KK.
Display apparatus in an electron beam device.

1352670 Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd.
Antenna array.
1352772 Matsushita Electric Industrial Co
Ltd.
Colour television signal reproducing system.
1352798 Western Electric Co Inc.
Diversity receivers and frequency locking
circuits.

March

27

International Computers Ltd.
Information storage arrangements.
1352855 International Computers Ltd.
Display devices.
1352854

1352859

Siemens AG.

Radio relay network systems.
1352979 Philips Electronic & Associated
Industries Ltd.
Process in the manufacture of magnetic heads.
1352987 International Standard Electric
Corporation.
Secondary radar system for target identification.
1353002 RCA Corporation.
Active vertical convergence circuit.
1353004 RCA Corporation.
Dynamic convergence circuits.
1353018 Xerox Corporation.
Data -transmission systems.
1353064 Eastman Kodak Co.
Converting metal images to formazan dye
images.
1353083 Kawai Gakki Seisakusho, KK.
Production of metallic stringed musical
instruments.
1353092 Fuji Photo Film Co Ltd.
Tape cassette.
1353098 Pioneer Electronic Corporation.
Electrostatic electroacoustic transducer.
1353125 Siemens AG.

Representation of characters.
Zellweger Ltd.
Method of and an apparatus for generating
1353128

signals.
1353147

EMI Ltd.
Scanning arrangements.
1353217 International Standard Electric
Corporation.
Information transmission systems.
1353253 Thomson -CSF.
Single-cable device for transmission between a
television camera and its control unit.
1353290 Licentia Patent -Verwaltungs-GmbH.
Aerial arrangements.
1353367 Standard Telephones & Cables Ltd.
Four -wire telephone interconnection network.
1353373 Akademie Der Wissenschaften Der
DDR.
Arrangement for the synchronous control of
weather satellite picture recording apparatus.
1353396 Xerox Corporation.
Imaging system.
1353416 RCA Corporation.
Luminance to chrominance crosstalk reduction
in encoded colour camera.
28
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Audio
Test Set

for amplifiers, mixers
tape recorders
Checks... frecuency response
signal /noise ratio
disto ion
cross -tal
wow &Huller
d ri-

erasure

sensitiviy
output power
gain
in one compact unit.

Studio

Motoring Broadcasts Limited

professionally
speaking
you

hear

and the professional knows well the
sound standard set by Beyer Dynamic
it starts
with the elite in microphone engineering and ends
with a true conversion in the headset
Artists
too perform with confidence when Beyer Dynamic
is to hand.
.

.

.

-

Beyer Dynamic

Auxi

iay Unit provides extra

speak as

professionals
in sound

facilities for Studio testing.
Send for leaflet RTS'

BEYER DYNAMIC

Ferrograph Company Lanited Aurien,a House 1.12 Bath Road
Cippenham Sloughs BUL HrighamisHre SL1 6BB
Telephone: Burnhi,r Or?
l',11 Telex 847297

FEIRIIOGRAPH
A

member of the Wilmot Breeder' oro!;[,

BEYER DYNAMIC (GB) LIMITED
Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex. Tel: Haywards Heath 51003
1
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PATENTS

I

Vocal pitch processing
THE NRDC has a new British Patent (BP
1,321,313) which, although it is predominantly
concerned with speech processing in underwater diver -communications systems, could
well have much wider relevance. Indeed at the
end of the patent, speech bandwidth compres-

sion /expansion for analogue and digital speech
systems, bandwidth reduction and high speed
tape editing are suggested as other applications.
The invention stems from the problem that
deep -sea divers often breathe a mixture of
oxygen and helium. The increased speed of
sound in this mixture causes a rise in vocal
resonance frequencies and the speech becomes
unintelligible. The idea is to compress the
short -term spectral envelope of the diver's
speech to restore intelligibility while preserving
the larynx periodicity (fundamental frequency
or pitch) of the diver's original speech.
The essence of the invention is to use the
onset of each larynx period to cause a section
of the speech to be loaded sequentially into a
storage system and then removed from the
store sequentially at a rate different from that
at which it was loaded. The stored section
length is kept constant by allowing the speech
sections to overlap if necessary on removal
from the store.
In practice, because larynx periodicity only
occasionally exceeds 300 Hz, the duration of
the stored samples is usually fixed at 2.5 ms.
Fig. 1 shows in block schematic, one basic
circuit with a store in the form of four banks
of which each bank is filled in turn via a four way switch. This way there is always an empty
bank available for each new larynx pulse.
In fig. 2 the upper waveform is speech in a
helium atmosphere, the middle waveform
shows short samples of speech taken in
synchronism with larynx excitation pulses, and
the lower waveform shows short samples of
the middle curve stretched and allowed to
overlap if necessary.

LETTERS
was then preset to give a flat response (NAB).
A similar technique was used with the Philips.
Bass woodles to some degree are present in
almost all machines available in the UK. My
experience is particularly with the Philips Pro 72
eight track and also with a Scully eight track
which I recently overhauled for a client. My
monitoring equipment includes loudspeaker
amplifiers with distortion content below .01 per
cent and the loudspeakers are Spendor BC3s,
which are noted to have extremely low coloration
and therefore show up any faults in a recording
process very easily.
The metronome used was an electronic type,
and was identical to the one used for testing the
Burwen. I refer you to Hugh Ford's review for
28
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the dyn2mic characteristics found on your unit,
and in particular the symptoms produced by fast
rise times in tone bursting at frequencies inside
normal audible limits. A very low frequency cut
off was applied to disc reproduction and very
little audible difference was noted.
With respect to the modulation noise problems
and your recommendation for the use of a
specific type of tape, which is not readily available professionally in the UK, I can only suggest
that either this tape should be made freely

available here (through your importers) or
alternatively specific recommendations for this
type of tape should be made both in your
advertisements and your instruction books. Since
an acceptable alternative type of noise reduction
system works satisfactorily with any reasonable
type of tape, your comment would in my opinion,
and with respect, suggest a shortcoming in your

system. In any case the comparison between
your system and the Dolby system was made on
the same type of tape and with all four tracks
biased and equalised identically. Please note
that I commented that the recording of the choir
used had some extremely difficult waveforms. In
any case the results are predictable when one
considers the manner in which the noise reduction
is achieved. I still say, however, that the DBX
system can produce some very fine results on
many types of material, and surely my comment
that I would use your system if it were not for
alternative systems should show you that I have
not ruled it out of court.
Finally, before committing my field trial to
paper I confirmed my results with other users of
DBX and Burwen, and it was the latter system
that I ftn2lly decided to be rather poor and which
failed on far more counts than your own.

TURNER

i

F760X

i

STUDIO AMPLIFIER

Limiter -Compressor
Expander
A

truly remarkable little packfor reduction work.

age; ideal

Any function can be used
independently or a combination
of all three functions can operate simultaneously. Technically
superb: physically compact and
financially attractive.
Who
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wants more?

DESIGN RECORDING

St. Michaels, Shinfield Road, Shinfield
Green, Reading, Berks.
Tel: (0734) 84487

SESCOM'S
NEW CABLE TESTER

A professional stereo power amplifier designed and
manufactured to a very high standard, achieving the
maxima of technical, artistic and purposeful parameters.
Power output:

watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms
100+100 watts R.M.S. into 8 ohms
60 +60 watts R.M.S. into 15 ohms
150 +150

Power response:
±0.IdB 20Hz-20kHz at 75W. 8 ohms
Frequency response: ±0.IdB 20Hz-20kHz at I W. 8 ohms
Distortion:
Less than .01% at full rated output
into 4, 8 or 15 ohms (typically
.003% at 15w. into 8 ohms)
Hum and Noise:
110dB below rated output 20Hz20kHz (unweighted)
Crosstalk:
100dB below rated output 20Hz20k Hz
Damping Factor:
400 at !kHz 8 ohms

TESTS FOR:

Continuity

navONa

Opens

Shorts

E

_

Phasing

:

_

10
I

MODEL CT -1

Just plug a standard cannon type 3 pin male to female
extension cord into box, depress three push buttons.
Compact cast aluminum box. Uses standard 9V transistor battery. Professional Net $20.50.

HARMONIC DISTORTION

It takes
I

Send

for Spec Sheet

QUALITY ENGINEERED SOUND PRODUCTS
SESCOM, INC.
P. O. Box 4155, Inglewood, Ca 90309, U.S.A.
Telephone (213) 678 -4841

-TURNER -1

1KHz

thought and skill

to produce the best 300W monitor amplifier available.
Model A300 as shown above £24500 + VAT
Model A300 less VU meters £21000 + VAT

TURNER ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES LTD
175 Uxbridge Road, London W7 3TH
Tel:

01 -567

8472
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AES
A

1974,

report
from

Copenhagen
JOHN DWYER

THERE IS one thing about Conventions such
as this one in Copenhagen: they are a wonderful
opportunity to find out how many people
you've upset, and that must apply equally to
manufacturers as well as to scribes like myself.
You find that the world has split itself into
roughly two equal parts: those who think
you're doing a great job and those who believe
all you deserve is an appearance in the High
Court followed by six months' porridge. The
`don't knows' can be counted on the fingers of
a horse's hand.
The 47th AES Convention, held at the
Scandinavia Hotel in Copenhagen, from March
26 to 29, was a curious affair. The number of
papers presented was a record 82. This was
one of the reasons the Convention was extended
to four days instead of the usual three. Maybe
this stretching the thing out accounted for an
unusual lack of excitement in the hotel. Perhaps
the hotel itself accounted for it, as the architecture was such that there was no need to reach
a common point before going to the exhibition.
In the previous two Conventions one had had
to reach the lobby of the Munich Hotel or the
lobby of De Doelen before going into a lecture
hall. This year most of the converging conventionites were staying in the Scandinavia Hotel,
where the Convention was being held, and they
usually went straight to the third (exhibition
and lecture) floor by lift.
Because of the number of papers, some way
had to be found to avoid last year's difficulties,
when lectures over -ran and caused some
confusion. The method chosen to avoid this
was efficient to the point of harassment. A
minute or so before the lecture was supposed
to end a bell would ring once, and a minute
later speakers in the lecture hall would start
playing loudish musak. The irony of an audio
lecturer being cut off in mid -sentence in such
a way, together with the ruthlessness of the
way in which it was done, was almost sinister
at times and, I thought, a little tasteless.
I think that the number of lectures was, in
one way, self -defeating. At any one time there
were three lectures you could go to. We were
all spoilt for choice. A surfeit of goodies. That
isn't so bad, but it crossed my mind that a
condition for giving a lecture should be that a
preprint is available. I discussed this with an
AES official, though, who told me it was
difficult enough to get people to present papers
as it was.
The facilities laid on were first class. The
main reason the Convention went on for four
days was that the workshops were given a day
to themselves instead of being held in the
evenings; visits were arranged to Denmark
Radio, the Technical University, the State
Hearing Rehabilitation, the Acoustics Laboratory at Lund in Sweden, `A visit to some famous
Danish organs,' Dr Jordan's acoustical laboratory, the B & K factory, the Music History
museum of Copenhagen, Metronome studios
in Copenhagen, the Danish Film School (a
training centre for film producers, no less), the
Ortofon factory, and the Bang & Olufsen
factory.
In the Hotel Scandinavia itself there was a
room set aside for an exhibition of historic
audio equipment. Denmark has had a long
association with scientific achievement, and
this year the AES made available preprints of
ancient papers by Valdmar Poulsen, written
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after experiments made at the beginning of the
century, and by Heegaard, Lauridsen and
Schlegel over 50 years later. The exhibition
was in honour of P. O. Pedersen, who described,
incredible as it may seem, the theory of the
Class C amplifier, studied the propagation of
radio waves, and started the acoustical laboratory at the Academy of Technical Sciences; of
Poulsen, the 'Danish Edison' who first patented
magnetic recording in 1898; and of Holger
Lauridson, who died aged only 37. He invented
the coincident microphone and developed the
A -B into M -S stereophony, enabling stereo
discs to be compatible with mono. Some of his
later work prepared the way for matrix
quadraphony, though he died in 1957. The
exhibits included a Poulsen Telegraphon, a
World War Two wire recorder, and a 1915
Magnavox speaker invented by one of
Poulsen's mechanics, P. L. Jensen.
Conventions like this are social occasions.
As I reported when I went to my first AES
convention in Munich, being in a lounge or
bar where four, five or more people, all from
different countries, were engaged in earnest
though faltering conversation with one another,
left a deep impression. This seems to me to
be the most valuable part of the whole exercise
and not just from the point of view that it
benefits audio engineering. The Mayor of
Copenhagen invited members of the Convention to a reception at Copenhagen city hall.
We trooped into a vast chamber, where the
Convention chairman, Mr Madsen, introduced
the Mayor herself, and someone remarked
how instantly they took to her. She was
charming, and engagingly frank -'Copenhagen
is not the biggest city in the world, or the
richest city in the world. I don't think it's the
most beautiful city in the world, but it's a place
for human beings. It has a human scale.'
There were, as I have said, so many papers
presented this year that I couldn't possibly
describe them all, or even the majority of them.
Mr Erik Madsen, the Convention chairman,
made a number of suggestions as to the most.

The Scandinavia Hotel

significant contributions, and I will content
myself with describing these.
The most important was given by a Scottish
engineer, Mr A. M. Pettigrew. He proposed
a new method of magnetic tape recording
which would give 50 dB signal -to -noise ratio,
and better high frequency response. The
disadvantages are that the method is against
every standard, and is incompatible with the
more usual methods of putting the signal on
to the tape. The basis of the system is to add a
fixed active zone to the sum of the bias and
the signal, and to distort the bias waveform so
that it becomes a spike of bias superimposed
on the active zone, with a decay rate which
determines the distortion at low frequencies.

r
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It has a fast rising edge and a slow falling edge
to compensate for the opposite effect in the
recording process. The magnetisation in the
tape is in the form of skewed semi -circular
magnets rather than a series of bar magnets.
The method has been patented.
Hugh Ford gave a fascinating lecture on the
admissibility of tape recordings as evidence.
He replayed some examples of tape recordings
which had been made by surreptitious recordings of conversations. I don't think any of us
in the audience had expected them to be quite
as bad as they were. One conversation sounded
like it had been mixed with a recording of the
interior of an operating wind -tunnel, and
another, made in a briefcase, had a number of
clicks on it, presumably the result of movement
of the briefcase, which could have concealed
any number of edits. Nevertheless these had
been accepted in evidence.
Mr Ford had photographs of some of the

tapes, one showing a clear edit mark, another
showing tape damage which looked as if the
tape had crinkled from heating. This tape, if
I remember my law reports aright, sent two
police detectives to gaol. Mr Ford's conclusion
was that he didn't think it was safe to permit
tape recordings to be used, as there were too
many pitfalls and there was too much room for
doubt: `I believe it wrong to accept this kind
of recording in court. The situation is we do:
the situation is we don't accept copies.'
I doubt if, at the end of the lecture, there
was anyone in the room who disagreed with
him, though I wonder if `known criminals
should be allowed to go free when there is
evidence available which could convict them.
Perhaps they should go free
police force or
security organisation might not take too much
trouble to infringe the privacy of individuals
by recording their private conversations if they
know that a court will not take the slightest
notice of what they might record.
It is a pity that this topical and fascinating
insight into the methods of determining the
genuineness of tape recordings had to be so
short. Although Hugh's lecture was the last
of the afternoon, the funereal bell and its
clangorous aftermath stopped him in mid sentence.
The chairman announced that
questions could be asked after the music had
stopped, but by that time, four and a half
minutes later, the spell, if I can call it that, had
been broken, and some of the audience had
decided to move on.
Dr Vilhelm Jordan, the designer of the
acoustics of the Sydney Opera House, presented
a paper on concert hall criterion. He says that
the hall should be divided into two areas -the
source area and the audience area. The source
area may include areas around the stage as
well as the stage itself and there may be two
source areas, the stage and the pit, in which
case the rest of the hall will be the audience
space. Dr Jordan's inversion index is a measure
of the acoustic suitability of a location, and is
better if it rises above unity. He hopes the
index will be adopted by other workers in this
field. The inversion index is defined in three
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ways:
II = Auditorium rise time/Stage rise time
= Stage steepness /Auditorium steepness
= Auditorium EDT /Stage EDT
where the rise time is the pulse length in ms

which produces a level of 3 dB below the
stationary level; steepness is the slope (dB /ms)
of the tangent to the building -up curve of a
pulse
may be measured with long pulses or
integrated short pulses- measured at 5 dB
below maximum level; and EDT (early decay
time) is the slope of the first 10 dB of decay
measured from the process of a backwards
integrated short pulse.
Dr Jordan gave
examples of the II in various locations. The
stage /audience index of the Sydney Opera
House major hall was 1.25 with baffles. The
Orchestra /balcony measurement for the New
York State Theatre was 1.17 for a rise time of
0.19s. The New Metropolitan Opera House
has a rise time of 0.14s and an 11 of 0.85.
There were a number of papers on loudspeaker measurements. James Moir presented
a paper on the measurement of speaker
efficiency, Ragnar Lian analysed linear and
non -linear time delay distortion in hi-fi
speakers, Henrik Staffeldt of the Danish
academy tried to relate subjective and objective
data for loudspeakers -an unenviable task, one
would have thought, and he concluded that
there was an uncertainty of six per cent
between individual judgements in listening
tests -and Jan Hladky described the application of holography to the analysis of the
vibrations in loudspeaker diaphragms, particularly those vibrations which occur after the
diaphragm has ceased to act as a piston.
Possibly the most important paper concerning
loudspeakers, though, was that presented by
Tomas Salava: Performance Criteria for Sound
Sources in Rooms. He said that, while the
properties of sound sources could be most
accurately described for free field conditions,
these were not the conditions normally
encountered, and some method had to be
devised of relating the free -field parameters to
those obtained in listening rooms.
The
necessary data for deriving a simplified
mathematical model of the real situation were
the on -axis pressure response, at least one
other response at 30° or 45° off-axis, and the
radiated power or mean spherical response for
the range from 100 to 200 Hz.
Siegfried Dinsel of the Munich Institute für
Rundfunktechnik, reviewed two methods of
stereophonic transmission for television in his
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paper `Additional Sound Channels and Stereophonic Transmission in Television'. The two
methods were those discussed in the EBU
subgroup `Additional Sound channels in
Television': the fm/fm multiplex system,
developed in Sweden and Japan; and the double
carrier system, developed by the IRT Munich.
The second sound of the fm /fm system is
frequently modulated on a 33k Hz subcarrier
similar to the pilot system. The double carrier
method modulates the second sound channel
on a second sound carrier at 5.75M Hz.
Laboratory tests and measurements, said
Herr Dinsel, had shown that the second
method had better transmission characteristics.
Both sound channels had much the same
quality. The additional costs at transmitter
and receiver were small and involved only
known and readily available components.
With two fm/fm multiplex modulated sound
carriers four different sound channels could
be transmitted, for possible use in quadraphony, though two of the channels had lower
quality.
From the point of view of those working in
studios two of the most relevant papers were
those which were presented on Tuesday
morning. Unfortunately I couldn't be at either
of them but I understand they aroused some
heated discussion.
The first was by John Woram, director of
the Institute of Audio Research in New York,
and was called `Preparing for a Career in the
recording studio'. Mr Woram considered that
there should be an alternative to university
education, which I would have thought was
something of an understatement.
`Many
employers readily admit that they do not seek
job applicants with a degree, since these
applicants often expect immediate job assignments at a level commensurate with their
formal education ... Some employers contend
that the only relevant education is on-the-job
training, and that the man with the degree is
overqualified.' Others, he said, thought that a
formal training was a good thing though they
were not sure whether it should be a little
electronics with a music education or the other
way round. The Tonmeister concept, described
by John Borwick in STUDIO SOUND in February
last year, was an excellent idea, though there
was danger that `despite a superb theoretical
background he may have difficulty if he does
not possess those native abilities upon which
success is built. His position may be analogous
to the singer with an advanced degree, with
honours, and a terrible voice.'
As an alternative to the Tonmeister course,
he said, the Institute of Audio research ran a
shorter course of ten weeks, a total of 60
hours. Little or no time was spent in practical
work with recording equipment, which would
have to take place on the job. In any case,
proficiency on the console would only come
after many hours of sessions.
The course was called Studio Technology
and Practice, and was divided into five sections:
recording fundamentals; magnetic tape recording; studio consoles; signal processing equipment and stereo disc recording. For those
wishing to know more about the last section,
a separate eight-week course was offered.
The qualifications needed for the course
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American terms a high
were minimal
school diploma was all that was required, and
I suppose our equivalent would be a couple of
relevant O levels. Extra tutoring would be
available for those who were a bit shaky on
maths and physics, and the organisers were
thinking about starting a short pre-entry course.
The Institute emphasised that students should
not expect the diploma to exempt them from
starting at the bottom, but the jobs they'd be
given when they did have the diploma would
me more comprehensible once the theory
behind them had been mastered.
For refresher courses the Institute was
building a multitrack studio with a Neve
console and `related equipment'.
For once I don't have to say `Why haven't
we . . .?', for the course organised by the
APRS in the summer has already, at the time
of writing, attracted 100 applicants, and some
may have to be turned away.
Quadraphonic interest
There were 54 exhibitors this year, compared
with 34 in 1973. One comment is equally

applicable to the lectures and to the exhibition,
which is that there was a noticeable lack of
interest in things quadraphonic. Sansui and
JVC both had demonstration rooms, but there
were few papers on quadraphonic as such.
Most of these presented by manufacturers who
wished to introduce a new product, such as
Claus Mogensen of B & O, who introduced a
new four channel cartridge, or Inoue and
Takahashi, who introduced a new CD4 monolithic ic. Senor F. J. Sanchez Gonzalez seemed
to have no axe to grind, and he introduced a
method of describing various matrix systems
in a mathematical form with particular reference to the preservation of the relative levels
of instruments replayed by matrix systems.
EMI's E. G. Trendell presented a paper on the
choice of a matrix system for quad reproduc-

tion from discs, and came to the conclusion, as
if he had any choice, that SQ was the best. He
did so on the following grounds: there is no
dilution of the right front signal into the left
front channels and vice versa; the disc can be
replayed in mono provided the producer
doesn't put anything at the centre back position
( !); the phase relationship between front and
derived -rear channels tends to subjectively
improve the separation, so producing a
spacious all -round sound but with a vague
location of separate sources -the subjective
effect is dependent partly on listening room
conditions; and there is no frequency dependent
gain variation to give accentuated and pseudo directional clues.
In conjunction with Ortofon, B & K have
produced a pink noise test record, the QR 2011,
for which the specification says the record
covers a range from 5 Hz to 45k Hz. The
record has 15 bands, the first of which covers
the left -hand channel in a log sweep from
20 Hz to 45k Hz at a level of 10 dB. The last
band is a mono signal which offers a logarithmic sweep from five to 20 Hz at 20 dB. As I
say this is a joint project between Ortofon and
B & K but I understand that the project was
initiated by Ortofon. Their brochure on
electro-acoustic measurements was one of the
most beautifully produced brochures I've ever
seen.

Gotham: the original Delta T was introduced
at the Cologne AES Convention. The new
version is a second generation version. To give
some idea of the improvements in the digital
delay, the 102 model has a total noise and
harmonic distortion figure of about 0.3 per
cent, including quantisation noise, at a level
of 34 dB. Its predecessor was the 101, for
which Gotham didn't give an equivalent
specification but I understand that it measured
something like seven per cent. Another thing
about Gotham is that their prices have either
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stayed the same or come down. The 102 is
cheaper than the 101, and I understand that
this is because Gotham have 'taken advantage
of new technology'.
The NTP stand featured their range of led
meters, including the 177, which has a 148 mm
scale and contains 69 leds. Also on the stand
was the Lyrec multitrack tape machine. This
has direct capstan drive from a brushless dc
motor, controlled by a 1000 division strobe
disc. The machine was designed for 50 mm
tape and is now available for 25 mm tape.
Lyrec supply eight, 16, 24 or 32 track recorders.
The meters were described to me as `expensive
but reliable'.
Leonhard were showing a studio audio
frequency test set, the 240, which has an ac
voltmeter that measures from microvolts to
volts, a noise voltage filter to ccir standards,
a band pass of 30 Hz to 20k Hz, a harmonic
distortion, and an of signal generator. This
Zurich firm produces a lot more on this piece
of gear but room forbids me to go into too
much detail. It's like a Ferrograph test set,
only much more so.
Schoeps: I'm told that the French radio
station ORTF believe in stereo broadcasting to
such an extent that they produce what they
regard as the best stereo signal obtainable and
broadcast it-and to hell, as one informed
observer put it, with compatibility. Schoeps
were showing the microphone they had
developed with ORTF for such broadcasting,
the TJ, along with many other Schoeps
microphones.
AKG were showing a perspex version of
their BX20 spring
demonstration model to
show the inside of the thing. They also showed
their first move into the mixer field, a new
portable mixer which sells for at least £700,
I'm told, but is very rugged.
Roger Arnhoff Studio are a Norwegian firm
who import MCI, Scully, Allen & Heath and
H & H amplifiers. They were on stand ten and,
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among other things, showed the small Allen &
Heath mixer.
Italtel showed an eight track desk which
was interesting for the Tuchel connectors used
for patching. I understand that this kind of
patching is not usual in Scandinavia, though
Phonogram in London have standardised on
it. The desk on show was a 24/8 for Fonorama
in Milan. Also on show was the Italtel graphic
equaliser. To me it looked less graphic than
some I have seen, having six rows of pushbuttons, but still . .
On the EMT stand was a cartridge which
has I understand caused a great deal of interest,
largely because it is extremely flat, without any
resonances in the treble end. The type is the
.

TSD I4.

SchlumbHger showed a mobile tape recorder
which a Swede told me he regarded as too
fiddly for a northern climate, many in such
circumstances use a Ferrograph. The reason
for his remark was that in a cold climate you're
likely to be wearing thick gloves, and I think
you can see what he's getting at. The machine
is intended for use in reporting for radio, tv
and film work.
CCA of Greece market everything from ten channel consoles (though these seemed to me
to be a little inflexible) to cartridge players and
transmitter equipment. Their stand had a
number of disc players and cartridge machines
as well as two types of audio console, 10/2 and
a 6/2. The disc players can run to full speed
in -114th of a turn at any of the three usual
speeds (33, 45 and 78).
Trident Audio Developments took up a whole
wall in their part of the exhibition. Barry
Porter told me they had intended to show a
3M long desk but it had been shipped to South
Africa
was a 32/24 quad model. Instead
they had rigged up a demonstration dummy.
They had one desk for real, though, one of
four which is going to South America. Barry
said they had had a good many enquiries and
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two definite orders.
RCL produced and explained such a wealth
of gear related to film sound I left the stand a
little dizzy. They're a German firm who
operate from Hamburg.
Among the stuff I
was shown was a variable tape delay and a
very interesting and very cheap spring echo
device. 1 was told, with marvellous candour,
that this was not as good as an EMT but was
quite good enough to justify its price. There
was also a number of audio modules which
could be used in film sound synchronisation.
The manner in which the equipment was shown
to nie indicated that this firm was very
comp .tent. Particularly interesting was a pilot
tone memory which kept a film running at a
constant sped when the pilot tone had
disappeared.
The spring, incidentally, is made by
Hammond to RCL's specification: 'They make
it only for us'.
Ampex showed their new AG 440C, which
is available in the usual formats up to 12.5 mm.
Ampex say this 'incorporates significant performance improvements' and is more convenient. There is a motion -sensing feature which
eliminates 'the problem of switching from fast
forward -rewind to play'. Ampex say there is a
better signal-to -noise ratio, better controls,
tape guidance, tape editing and serviceability.
Also on the stand was an Ampex MM1100,
and the VPR7903 video tape recorder, which
was demonstrated with the Ampex 'time code
system' for synchronising audio and video
recording. The video recorder is a helical scan
recorder which Ampex say is built to broadcast
standard. It has PAL colour timebase corrector. The VPR 7903 is available in PAL
SECAM or monochrome.
Philips had a very interesting prototype
mixer console shell which will be available in a
number of formats by the end of this year. The
customer buys the console as a set of blank
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panels which are made up to his own specification: a number of standard modules are available. The interesting thing about this system
is that the panels are constructed so that no
drilling is necessary into the console. The
fixings connect to mounting rails behind the
module so that either 3 cm or 4 cm modules can
be used. On the next stand Philips Broadcast
Equipment showed a 40- channel audio mixer
of the wrap- around type that had gone to
STV in Glasgow. The first of many?
Agfa Gevaert had a small stand with their
range of tape on it and an inflatable chair.
That's right, an inflatable chair, and if you
don't think it beats T shirts you can hiss off.
The Beyer stand featured their range of
microphones and two new items: a receiver for
portable wireless microphones, and a portable
three-channel receiver. The second can be
connected directly to a Nagra machine for
reporting work.
On the Studer stand was the recently introduced A67, the studio version of the
Revox. It has the same transport as the B62.
We may be seeing a lot more of this machine
Above: Neumann's dummy head microphone
in future. Among its features is digital tape
assembly
control.
Neumann had a studio mixing console on
Right: Neumann filter module
their stand as well as their range of microphones (see photos). Interesting, among the
latter was a dummy head stereo microphone
Clarens in Paris. It has 32 inputs and outputs
apparatus. This technique, once discredited and simultaneous four track operation. There
and disused for many years, is arousing new are six limiter compressors and eight reverb
interest, probably as a symptom of the unsatis- sends. Neve's Alan Foster told me they confactory progress of quadrophonic recording. sidered the 5m long desk a standard model
Also among the range was the new KMS851, since they had two more being built in their
which Neumann developed for rock music. It workshops. They had sold one at the exhibition
has a multistage mechanical filter to prevent
to Berlin, and it would be delivered in May.
Tonographie Apparatebau, a German firm,
popping. The case is double -walled and the
capsule has an elastic suspension. There is a were showing a rather interesting 40 kg portable
bass roll -off and the condenser mic is powered desk with ten channels. This could be built up,
though it would make it rather less than
by 48V phantom powering.
portable, to 64 channels and 16 tracks. All the
Auvis Asona showed an Abe machine, made
modules are plug -in, the wiring is done in
by a South German firm. Since my German
extends only to passing the time of day, and straight lines on long busbars and the connecthat provided it's before midday, all I can tell tions are taken out to a 50 -pole plug on the
you about it is that it's available in four or back. The faders were by Donner, and the
eight track configurations on 25 mm tape, or input channels four frequency low cut filters,
gain adjustable in steps and a 12 dB vernier
16 or 24 track on 50 mm tape. If what it says
here means what I think it says they also have gain, muting, panning, two reverb sends,
a 32 track version on the way, for 50 mm tape. mic/line switch and led overload indication.
Our own Allotrope were on the next stand, There were many other things on each 30 mm
showing a new family of three Pearl micro- wide channel module. The amplifiers used in
the channels were NTP linear amp modules.
phones. The VM41 is a 48V phantom-powered
microphone with a four -position ring switch. The price would be around DM 45,000 for this
particular set -up, which could be enlarged
The positions are marked M (music: flat), V
(voice: bass cut), 10V (10 dB attenuation plus easily, I was told, because of the busbar
bass cut), and 10M (10 dB attenuation and wiring.
Nagra showed a range of accessories for
flat). The VM12 is a longer version of the
same microphone with dc to dc conversion, instrumentation as well as their famous range
allowing it to be powered with a phantom of recorders. What can I say about them that
hasn't been amply said elsewhere.
supply between 10 and 48V. The SP85 is
Radiometer are a Copenhagen instrumentasimilar, but with an internal 15V battery.
Pearl have also upgraded their DC63, which tion firm who were showing elegant- looking
chart recorders and an automatic distortion
used to have one switch round the bottom.
There are now two ring switches round the analyser, the BKF10. There are three meters
bottom, offering a wide range of frequency on the front which show distortion, input/
output ratio and input frequency, and the unit
responses, as well as polar responses continalso has a built -in oscillator.
uously variable from cardioid to figure eight
Sansui announced, after what they described
and from cardioid to omni.
as `a period of silence and apparent nonNeve had both a stand in the exhibition and
a room in the hotel to demonstrate mixdowns. activity' the newest version of the professional
monitor decoder. The unit, say Sansui, makes
The desk in the exhibition was built for Studio
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use of the new three -band split is version QS
vario- matrix circuitry, which enables more
accurate monitoring of the encoded QS signals.
The new monitor decoder, the QSD4, was
shown in the Sansui hotel suite along with the
newest consumer QS vario- matrix decoder/
synthesiser. A simplified encoder has been
developed for broadcasting, the QSE5B.
EMI were displaying their range of tapes
and, next door, the Keith Monks Audio display
included the highly successful disc cleaner,

KMAL microphone stands, speakers and the
laboratory pickup arm.
Bruno Woelke showed a very large range of
magnetic recording heads in various formats,
as well as their measuring apparatus. They
sell in this country through Lennard Developments.
You couldn't go very far at this year's
Convention without running into a 3M
machine; Neve used two--a 16 and a two track
-to do their mixing demonstration, and the
two mobile recording trucks parked outside
the Scandinavia Hotel (Doug Hopkins's Team
mobile and the Island truck) each had two
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M79 machines. On the 3M stand itself M79s
supported examples of Automated Processes
mixing equipment. Automated Processes are
distributed in Europe by 3M. A number of
standard desk formats are available, either
fully or partly automated, including the 2488,
a modified version of which Doug Hopkins has
fitted in his truck; the 2824; and the 3224. They
also demonstrated their automated mixing
equipment.
The newest piece of equipment 3M showed
was their Mincom 50 mm layback head
assembly. This will only fit the M79 machine,
typically the 360 mm reel version, and allows
audio tracks to be put on to a video tape by
running it through an audio machine. The
video from an edited video master is replayed
from a Quad VTR machine on to a helical
scan recorder while the audio goes on to an
M79 multitrack tape. An SMPTE code from
the Quad VTR is recorded both on the helical
scan machine and the multitrack tape. Then
dialogue, music and effects are added to the
multitrack tape and mixed down on to another
track, while the audio machine's speed is
controlled by a combination of signals from
its own SMPTE track and that of the helical
scan machine used for vision monitoring. The
combination is made in the Mincom synchroniser, or the API Maglink system, which synchronises the two coded signals and sends out
control signals to the multitrack machine's
capstan. The final audio track is then recorded
on to the original QVTR master tape, which
has its sync track sent to the synchroniser with
that from the multitrack replay machine, and
the comparison signal is used to control the
capstan of the M79 as the audio track is
rerecorded on to the video master.
Machinenfabrik Wiesbaden used a Bauer
movie projector to illustrate the working of
their automatic cartridge and cassette archive.
A paper was presented on this by Saurborn and

Volkmann of Machinenfabrik. This-completely
automated system will select, play and return
cartridges or cassettes. The `find' or `return'
operations take only 10 to 20s. One unit takes
350 Telefunken cassettes or 480 BASF, and is
500 by 600 by 2,500 mm high.
Bang & Olufsen have introduced a new
quadraphonic cartridge, and on their stand was
a model of the stylus tip, which has been made
a special shape for this application. It is not
the usual elliptical stylus, but in cross -section
is roughly diamond- shaped, and was designed
at B & O by S. K. Pramanik. B & O say the
stylus is able to follow the CD4 frequency
modulations from 20k Hz to 45k Hz without
any difficulty. The type number of the cartridge
is the MMC 6000.
Quadracast Systems of California have been
operating in England for about a year. They
were showing integrated circuits among which
was the 5022, a CD4 disc demodulator circuit.
I was told that, although these are slightly
more expensive than some other equivalent ics,
they needed fewer external components, and
so the cost of the finished system was lower.
Quadracast have an office in Cadogan Place,
London.
BASF are hoping that their tape cassette for
6.25 mm will be used for professional recording
work. The problem is, of course, that the
amount of tape available in such cassettes is
restricted; long play tapes in the cassette allow
a playing time of 3.8 minutes at the standard
playing speed for such applications of 38 cm /s,
though they probably aren't designed for that
speed. There is also the problem that, despite
the current lack of interest in quadraphony,
four track tapes may be used increasingly as
the standard output of recording studios.
Nevertheless, the tapes could be used in
broadcasting, and it would be nice to think
that this cassette might be used instead of the
3.125 mm cassette to supersede the disc at far

better quality with the better possibility of
having a greater number of channels than is
now available. How much would the thing
cost, though?
DBX told me their intention in appearing at
the Convention was to consolidate the promotion work they had done in Europe, though it
turned out that they received substantial orders
from people they had been chasing back in
England. Dave Hawkins told me that about
half a dozen 16 track studios in France had
been equipped with the DBX noise reduction
system, and great interest had been expressed
by other European countries. Their voltagecontrolled amplifiers had been selling to
instrumentation manufacturers such as NIP
and B & K, and to Norwegian Radio. The
DBX 216 16 track noise reduction system is a
simultaneous record and replay system equivalent to two Dolby M16 units, and Dave
Hawkins says the price is about the same as
an M16. The noise reduction offered by the
DBX is about 30 dB. The DBX system is
about to be used in disc production, and I
understand a great many people from the audio
world were impressed by the DBX disc
demonstration given in JBL's suite. DGG
have shown an interest in the system, which
might do something to counteract the decreasing quality of the vinyl which manufacturers
have available for pressings. DBX say the
surface noise can be reduced to -95 dB (a
weighted, unmodulated groove) for a quiet
pressing compared with -58 dB for normal
RIAA corrected groove. For a noisy pressing
the figures they claim are -87 dB and -51 dB
respectively. Also on show was the DBX test
meter, which shows a range of -70 dB to +10
dB on the same scale.
MCI were showing the machine they introduced at last year's APRS. They say that since
they introduced the machine, which took two
years to develop, they have made constant
small improvements but that there are no
major changes. In England the machine is in
use at Advision, Dick James's studios, and a
couple of others.
On the Helios stand the good Mike Beville
was showing his new Audio & Design F760X
RS, which sells for around £493. This is a
stereo peak limiter compressor expander which
has been reduced to 87.5 mm of a 483 mm rack
rather than 137.5 mm. Its most important
feature is a very versatile band-splitting network, which allows the audio signal to be
processed over a very small selected section of
the audio spectrum. `For the first time,' Mike
Beville told me, `you can pick out a particular
part of the music, an instrument, and process
just that part. An obvious use is in getting rid
of sibilants.' There is no phase shift through
the unit, which can be used as a straight filter.
Helios were showing a typical desk. Although
they don't make standard desks they have a
semi -standard range, the PS series, which
includes a console with ten to 16 inputs, four
or eight groups and eight track monitoring,
and the PS4, which has 24 or 28 inputs, eight
groups and 24 track monitoring. Helios have
just equipped the Universal Sound dubbing
theatre (next `Diary') and the non -appearance
of the Island truck until the evening before the
Convention ended must have been a consider36 035
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able disappointment to them. Dick Swettenham presented a paper on multitrack mobiles.
Dolby Laboratories, having established their
noise- reduction system almost to the exclusion
of all else, though there are stirrings in the
wings, are now concentrating on the establishment of the cinema noise reduction unit. The
first Dolby -processed film, Stanley Donen's
The Little Prince', is now ready for release
it must surely merit a farewell party at The
Music Centre. Dolby have sold 400 of their
M Series units worldwide.
Telefunken showed their M15 and M12 tape
machines.
The usual range of Shure small professional
mixers was on show, along with their range of
microphones. Many studios seem to use these,
although they do so a little shamefacedly for
some reason, as though Shure aren't to be
taken seriously -perhaps there's room for a
little image adjustment here.
Tore Seem are a Norwegian firm, some of
whose modules are shown in our photos. They
showed a portable mixer, the TSM 6 -2/1,
which has six inputs and two outputs. It is
powered by internal batteries, and there is also
an internal supply for phantom powering. The
mixer is made from a welded steel frame with
aluminium panels and measures 460 by 250 by
115 mm. An attache-type case can be supplied
which weighs 2 kg and adds 10 to 30 mm to
each dimension. The firm were established in
Oslo in 1957. They make sound mixing equipment, power supplies, and television sub -titling
equipment. They employ 45 and their factory
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the speakers, though, is that the bass units
have been designed to cover a very wide range,
well above the crossover point. They are then
cut off above this, and the result, say JBL, is a
much smoother response.
In the Team mobile I had a chance to see
the Maglink system at work. Each system can
sync up to six slaves. SMPTE is not used,
since there is a danger of misreading if the
edges of the pulses become rounded or if there
is a loss of level. In addition SMPTE does not
allow reading off the heads. Maglink uses two
frequency -shift keyed modulations, one at 3.2k
Hz and a second on a carrier at 60 Hz; these
amount to fine and coarse control signals, and
it is possible to get readings from hand -slipping
the tape machine. An interface is available for
SMPTE. Seventy -six cues can be held in the
random access memory, with a basic one
master plus one slave setup, and up to 1,200
cues can be stored with random access printed
circuit boards, each of which adds 100 cues.
The system provides a fixed offset between
machines and a search facility.
Doug Hopkins played two master tapes,
each with the same recorded programme on
them, so that the master ran continuously and
the slave synched up at a predetermined point,
ran with the master for a minute or so, then
ran ahead to wait for the master and synched
up when the master caught up. This is a pretty

Tore Seem mixing
equipment

is 1,500 m2.

JBL took a hotel suite to demonstrate three
new speakers they have added to their already
massive range. These speakers are designed to
overcome the prejudice that exists against JBL
in some classical music quarters. The cones of
their low frequency drivers have been made of a
very stiff material and, in the case of the
midrange unit of the biggest speaker, the
43411/1, the 25 cm cone is driven by a 10 cm
voice coil. The most important feature of
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Tore Seem portable
sound mixer TSM6 -211

-

stiff test for a sync system. as any differences
in speed will produce distinct phasing effects
the system would rarely be used in such a way
anyway, particularly in the Team mobile.
There was little swishing that I could detect,
and the demonstration was very impressive.
Doug had not shown the truck in public before,
and when I saw it it was being swarmed over
by tv executives.
The Island mobile was held up in Paris at
the beginning of the Convention. It arrived at
about 1700 hours on the day before the
Convention closed, and the next morning the
queue to see it was so long I decided I'd have
to hope readers would be satisfied with the
account I gave of the mobile in the April issue.
Reaction from those at the Convention to the
Island truck, as well as to the Team truck, was
highly favourable: someone remarked that it
seemed to have a whole lot of ancillary gear
for a mobile, so much so that it listed slightly
to port.
While I was in Copenhagen I accepted an
invitation to look round the new Ortofon
factory. Ortofon have just introduced a new
cutter head to suit the year old Ortofon cutting
amplifier. The cutter head is available in two
types: the DSS731, an extended range cutter for
cutting four -channel discs at half speed; and
the DSS732, for standard stereo cutting.
Together with these new cutters they have

introduced a 500W per channel amplifier of a
new design. Together, the systems represent a
departure from the usual setup, say Ortofon.
The current through the cutter head at high
frequencies usually falls because the impedance
of the drive coil rises. This has been counteracted by a negative inductance circuit which
steps up the voltage to maintain a constant
current.
The amount of feedback at 5k Hz is 12 dB.
There is a slight lump at the higher frequencies,
which could be eliminated by lowering the
amount of feedback, but the higher feedback
produces better crosstalk figures. At 10k Hz
the separation is 40 dB, and more than 30 dB
at 20k Hz, pretty extraordinary.

The frequency response of the four -channel
version is quoted as 25k Hz and, I am told, is
nearer 27k Hz.
The Ortofon correction
amplifier, CPS691, has four channels, two for
the stereo pair and two more, ganged, for the
advance head. Recording and monitoring
levels can be adjusted, and the right and left
channels have independent bass, treble,
presence level and presence frequency controls.
Phase can be inverted, and there are among
other features a high pass and a low pass filter.
Ortofon also produce a two-channel regulated
filter, the STL732.
Walking around the factory, and peering
over various shoulders, I was amazed by the
intricacy of the work involved in making the

The Acoustic Research AR6 (top left), AR7 (bottom right) and LST (bottom left), which AR showed at the
convention. AR say these are now in use at the world's leading opera houses for their musical performances,
including the Danish Opera House, Covent Garden and La Scala, Milan. The speakers were demonstrated
with a B&M real time analyser, which showed the variety of spectral distribution patterns available in a normal
room using the speakers' balance controls and the tone controls of the driver amplifier.

mechanical parts for the head. All the coils
are wound by hand, using the finest wire available, and there is no mass -production involved
in turning or machining the small coil formers
or suspensions. Microscopes abound, and I'm
sure I couldn't do such fine work without going
mad very quickly.
It's difficult to assess what people made of
the Convention. It could not be considered as
anything other than a great success, although,
as have said, I didn't encounter the enthusiasm
met in the previous two years, though I must
say the Scandinavia Hotel was considerably
more comfortable. Perhaps the AES is paying
the penalty for having set such a high standard
in previous years.
Everyone remarked on the price of things
for many it was the first experience of sinking
exchange rates. One representative of an international company remarked to me that he was
disappointed at the size of the British contingent, and indeed the number of familiar faces
was smaller, even though there had been 860
registrations this year, compared with 600 at
last year's Convention. European membership
has grown from 270 in 1971 to 840 this year.
The intention now is to encourage local sections
to form within the European organisation,
which has always been considered as a framework within which it was hoped local activity
would flourish. The first local section was
formed in London and has been active for
many years now. The second was formed in
Belgium on November 16 last year, the third
in Paris on February 28, and Erik Madsen
formed a fourth in Copenhagen on the first
day of the Convention. A Netherland section
would be next, followed by sections in Austria,
Switzerland, Italy, two or three in Germany
and one in Berlin.
Regretfully I have to return to the theme
ended last year's report. The
with which
AES had hoped to hold next year's Convention
in London, but it looks as though London
hotels, despite all the subsidies they received
from the British taxpayer in recent years, are
unwilling to offer conference facilities for
anything less than extortionate amounts of
Apparently, too, the
money in advance.
number of hotels able to offer such facilities is
in any case small, for the hotels were being
subsidised at £1,000 a bedroom, and if you're
being offered £1,000 a bedroom you don't
build conference facilities. The idea of the
subsidies was to build cheap accommodation
for the thousands of not -so-rich tourists who
spend much of the summer on park benches.
The money went, nevertheless, to the luxury
hotel groups, with the result that we now have
a far greater number of luxury hotel beds than
we need, while American students are still
sleeping on the streets and there are no
conference facilities to attract those who might
possibly fill those spare beds. .__.
The AES organisers, under the chairmanship
of John Gilbert, have an unenviable task,
though I'm quite sure they're equal to it. They
may now hold the Convention in Brighton,
which offers a good train service to London.
It would be a great pity if what is arguably the
recording centre of the world were to make it
so difficult for the organisers to provide the
right degree of hospitality that the London
Convention was remembered as less than a
pity, but very British.
success
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ELECTRONIC MUSIC PRODUCTION by Alan
Douglas. Published 1973 by Sir Isaac Pitman á
Sons Ltd, 39 Parker Street, London WC2. 148 pages,
hardback. Price: £2.75.

he feels that the human touch is still essential
if the sound is to appeal as art, and that it
would be disastrous (boring) if music were to

more with the raison d'etre of the most flexible
one, the electronic synthesiser. Mr Douglas
is a senior member of the IEEE and an associate
of the Incorporated Society of Organ Builders.
Alan Douglas introduces his subject in a
happily down-to -earth way, via a backward
glance at the history of music in relation to the
instruments available. He reminds us that
Wagner was once considered unacceptably
avant-garde and he considers that electronic
music may in its turn become as established
and accepted. He does, however, draw attention to the danger of merely exploiting the art form's novelty potential and, while asserting
the greater flexibility of synthesisers in creating
the essentials of conventional music-pitch,
intensity and duration
am relieved to see

become completely automated.
In the first section he gives a detailed analysis
of the physics of sound, the relationship
between sounds and music, and various types
of music. He also deals, with the effect of
age on hearing.
From here on the book gets down to synthesis, examining ways of generating approximations to conventional instrumental tone and
ways of shaping the sound 'envelope'. The
text makes full use of circuits, though I suspect
it would be equally interesting to the reader
with no knowledge of electronics.
By little more than half-way through, one
has left conventional instruments and their
restraints behind. I can only say that in a quiet
way Mr Douglas's enthusiasm for his subject
is rather infectious. He deals with various
forms of audio synthesiser and how they are
programmed and, although his description of
the Oramics system covers only a few pages, I
confess I learned more from it about Oramics
than from reading the whole of Daphne Oram's
book on the subject. Alan Douglas is clear
and concise; perhaps too concise occasionally,

RAPID SERVICING OF TRANSISTOR EQUIP-

anyone with a basic knowledge of electrical

MENT by Gordon J. King. Second edition (October

physics.
The first chapter deals with the fundamental
principles of transistors and other semiconductor devices, including the various diodes,
field effect devices and integrated circuits. The
second chapter deals with elementary tests on
circuits and transistors. By this stage the
author is assuming some familiarity with
circuits, although basic circuit configurations
are explained; it is reasonable to assume that
someone concerned with servicing will have
acquired or be acquiring the necessary familiarity and practical experience elsewhere. Chapter
Three deals with the signal as it passes through
various amplifiers, and the problems of
impedance and matching. Chapter Four deals
with faults in audio and video circuits, distortion and its causes, equalisation, noise, lowlevel distortion and its causes, stability, and
video faults. Obviously there is a lot to dover
under the latter heading and some reference is
needed to the companion volumes Radio,

IT IS REALLY only in the last few years that
electronic music has emerged from its infancy
into a precocious adolescence and an art -form
of its own. Alan Douglas has already written
books on the technical aspects of electronic
musical instruments; in this book he deals

-I

1973) published

by The Butterworth Group, 88
Kingsway, London WC2B 6AB. 172 pages. Price
(limp cover): £1.90.

GORDON KING'S service books and manuals
are surely well known to many readers. They
complement each other and do not attempt to
cover every possible aspect under a particular
topic. Rather they serve as readable and
practical introductions to the subjects in
question and their problems.
Although first published some seven years
ago, there is no sign of the book becoming
dated and hardly a trace of the editing for the
second edition. The book reads well as a
composite whole, once one is over the hurdle
of why to exclude valves.
The particular emphasis of the book is on
servicing domestic rather than professional
equipment, though in general the same
principles apply, and the author sets out by
assuming no prior knowledge of the transistor
and draws no parallels with valves. He therefore caters both for the complete novice who
needs to know how the transistor works, and
avoids the pitfalls of parallels with the valves
for readers brought up on thermionic devices.
Indeed I think the book would make a good
introduction to contemporary electronics for
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Television and Audio Test Instruments and to
Colour Television Servicing, also by the author.

Chapter Five deals with fault -finding in rf
circuits, particularly at vhf and uhf, and with
aerial preamplifiers. Chapter Six deals with,
faults in oscillator circuits, from tape bias
oscillators up in frequency to video oscillators,
though again readers particularly concerned
with television are also directed to the author's
Television Servicing Handbook.
Receiver

as when he asserts that the string of the piano
contributes no energy to the total sound, but
that is a detail.
The final chapter deals with the scope of
electronic music, with the machine and the
composer. The author stresses the flexibility
which the medium gives the composer /interpreter and the limitations of even the best machine
music. He also deals with the mechanics and
programming language of composing, and the
storage of composition. An appendix gives a
comprehensive specification for the EMS
Synthi 100 synthesiser, to illustrate the potential, and another appendix deals with programming in the MUSYS language described earlier
and the necessary discipline in using it, together
with a sample composition (a Haydn sonata)
programmed for the Synthi 100. The book
concludes with an extensive bibliography and
adequate index. It is well produced and well
written but ends a bit abruptly, if topically,
with a reference to the inconsistencies of the
electricity supply!
This is by far the most effective treatment of
the subject I have yet seen and it is a pleasure
to recommend Electronic Music Production to
the curious, the sceptical, and the converted
J.H.F.
alike.

alignment and ferrite rod aerials come under
Chapter Seven on transistor radios and domestic hi -fi equipment, which some may feel an
appropriate choice of companions ! Surprisingly, little attention is paid to the particular
problems of tape amplifiers and gramophones,
though some consideration is given to one very
modest gramophone reproducer. Interference
is not dealt with at all. The final chapter deals
with the practice of equipment servicitg and
the basic equipment required, and there is an
adequate index.
The book contains five fault-diagnosis
summary charts. These appear towards the
ends of chapters and are invaluable as quick
summaries .of what has been covered in the
preceding chapter and as quick reminders,
when servicing, of the possible causes of the
fault being investigated. They cannot be
exhaustive but are nevertheless an important
part of the book; in a way it is a pity they were
not lumped into an appendix for easier
reference.
To sum up then, a well written and produced
book, which does what it sets out to do, and
that is to provide an introduction to the
systematic diagnosis and servicing of faulty
transistor equipment. It is not an exhaustive
standard work but has the advantage of being
very readable and well illustrated. I suspect
that the worst criticism of it may be that the
limp cover may not stand up to the amount
J.H.F.
of use it gets.
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The need to have available an
accurate elapsed time
readout for 25 mm running

masters in the high
speed duplication of tape
cartridges and musicassettes
prompted A. Anderson to
make a device that would

hold its calibration with
reference to the start of the
tape in forward and reverse

winding as well as
play modes

Constructing
a digital
tape

timer
A. ANDERSON

THE DESIGN of the timer was necessitated
by the need to have an accurate elapsed time
readout on a professional tape machine that
would hold its calibration with reference to a
zero mark at the start of the tape. It would
have to do this during spooling in both forward
and rewinding modes, as well as normal replay
mode. The author's application was in making
25 mm running masters for high speed tape
duplication in eight track cartridge and
musicassette manufacture, where track timings
were to be accurate to within +500 ms over 20
to 30 minutes.
Since ICs that will count up and down are
now freely available, it was possible to design
such a timer. The most critical area was found
to be the sensing head and steering logic.
Mechanical methods of sensing tape direction
and pulse counting were tried and discarded,
mainly because of lack of reliability and
because all methods tried introduced a certain
amount of mechanical drag on the sensing
idler. Drag would cause inaccurate timing
results due to tape slip. A photoelectric pulse
counting and steering system was eventually
chosen, mainly because there is no direct
contact between idler and sensors and direction
sensing is electronic.
The main requirements for the idler is that it:
(a) has an accurately known circumference (in
the author's case 76.2 mm); (b) that it turns
smoothly and freely, with as little momentum
as possible (it is thus not possible to use an
existing idler if a flywheel is attached); (c) that
the idler turns with reasonable tolerance in
eccentricity etc.
Studio machines that have mechanical timers
can usually be modified to fit the sensing head
on the timer idler shaft, by removing the
mechanical part of the tape timer as the author
did. If a home-built idler is to be fitted, it
should be placed in the tape path, so that there
is at least one guide between it and the heads.
Provided that there is a reasonable area of tape
in contact with the idler and a, b and c above
are observed, no problem should be experi-

the idler. The idea is to get 1 p/s (pulse per
second) to IC15 in the main counter section.
In the prototype, the idler had a circumference
of exactly 76.2 mm, which produced 15/3 or
5 p/s at 38 cm /s for one slot, or 10 p/s for two
slots, at the output of the head logic.
It can be seen that the circumference of the
idler should be made divisible into the product
of the tape speed in cm /s and the number of
slots cut into the mask for a whole number of
pulses per second to appear per second from
the head outputs. For those people who are
converting machines with existing tape timers,
the mathematics are as follows:

enced. The idler can be placed on either the
oxide or backing side of the tape, the only
difference being in the direction of rotation for
up or down count. If the timer counts in the
wrong direction, reverse the inputs to the
counter section.

Both timing and steering pulses are derived
from the phototransistors and are produced by
means of a photoelectric light interruption
system. As described, the slots on the original
were cut into a piece of 25 mm matt backed
tape and are just wide enough to allow both
phototransistors to see the lamp at the same
time. The edges of the slot are approximately
1.6 mm past the edge of the lens of each phototransistor. The phototransistors are separated
enough to allow one transistor to be corn pletely cut off from the lamp while the other is
in the middle of the slot.
The sequence of illumination is as follows:

Head construction
A piece of 25 mm matt backed tape is taped
around a 25 mm former and has slots cut in it
The idler shaft is then attached to the 25 mm

former and the number of slots cut into the
ape is calculated from the circumference of

SA

-

r.

where S
A

D

N

D

= tape speed in cm/s.
= number of slots in the mask.
= diameter of idler in centimetres.

important that the number of pps from
the head logic outputs be less than ten. See
modifications a and b for the method of setting
the correct division ratios on IC4 and 1C15.
If a light -tight box is used, ventilation holes
must be drilled, especially if the lamp used is
of high wattage. The author used a 24V
20 MA lamp and in fact did not find it necessary
to use a light -tight shield in the prototype as
the off axis sensitivity of the T1L63 photo transistors used drops at least 40 per cent at
It is

60° off axis. As the whole head assembly was
placed under the deck of the tape machine
anyway, extraneous light was not a problem.
The sensing head prototype shown was
built on a timer plate, off a Leevers Rich eight
track deck, and has been working very successfully for some time. For those constructors
who wish to build the head electronics, the
photograph gives an idea of the layout on
25 mm Veroboard. Construction is straightforward. The multiway cable leading to the
counter board is epoxied on to the board for
rigidity.
Head Electronics
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COUNTER AND READOUT BOARD - DIGITAL TAPE TIMER
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8-CC/UNTERS, DECODERS

Turning in a clockwise direction, the lamp
illuminates Tri first, then both Trl and Tr2.
As the idler turns, Tri is cut off, then Tr2. The
opposite happens when the idler turns backwards, i.e. anticlockwise. Tr2 is illuminated
first, then Tri and so on. When Tri is illuminated, it draws current through the emitter at
i/p of the NAND gate which is part of ICI./,
Schmitt Trigger SN7413. The other emitters
go to the logical one through RI a 1.8k
resistor. As the waveform is not rectangular
(sensed by the phototransistors), the Schmitt
Trigger sharpens the waveform to a good
rectangular wavefront with fast rise and fall
times which is a prime requirement for reliable
operation of TTL ICs.
As Tr1 collector goes low, ICla output goes
high and sets the flip flop (IC3a and e) so that
the output to gate IC3d is high. Tr2 is not yet
illuminated, so IC3c pin No 1 is low, thus
IC3a output is low. The result is that gate
IC3d is enabled and gate IC3b disabled.
Clocking pin No 4 of IC3d would clock the
output.
If at this stage, however, Tr2 becomes
illuminated, this sets IC1b pin 8 high. The flip
flop will stay set to the original state.
However, with both Schmitt outputs high,
IC2a becomes enabled and IC2a output goes
to logical 0, which causes the output of
inverter IC2b to go high. With IC3d enabled,
a single output pulse is obtained at IC3d
output. Thus whichever phototransistor is
illuminated first will enable the opposite output
gate, and when both transistors become
illuminated an output pulse will occur from
one gate only. In this way, tape motion is
sensed and output pulses proportional to tape
speed are steered to the appropriate output.
Counter section

Various ICs for up down counting are available and the Texas SN74192 programmable

ISW1B

1K

ZERO SET

NC.
Q

1R3
+5V

OVO

BCD up -down counter and SN74193 four bit
binary counters were chosen. These counters
can be cascaded for up and down counting
and have two clock inputs, one for up counting,
the other for down counting. They also have
presettable data inputs that enable them to be
made into modulo N dividers, i.e. they can
divide by any number from one to 16 for the
SN74193 and one to ten for the SN74192.
Each counter stage is described:
SN74192:
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Divide by six operation
A problem arises, however, when the counter

is asked to divide symmetrically

stages. Truth table
A

overflows. Similarly the counter counts down
on the negative going edge of each pulse fed
to the 'down' input, and produces a negative
going pulse at the 'borrow' output only when
the counter underflows.
It can be seen, therefore, that it is possible to
cascade successive stages.

both up and
down by a number other than ten. If, for an
example, we preset the data inputs to divide
five, i.e. to binary five, we would get this
situation:
Count down
preset

Count up

5

5

4

6

3

7

2

8
9

1

-carry

0

Operation of

±

-borrow
10

stages

The counters are connected in ripple borrow/
carry mode, i.e. the 'carry' output is connected
to the following stage 'up' input and the
'borrow' output to the 'down' input. As the
SN74192 is a binary coded decimal counter, it
will cycle normally to give +10 operation. The
'data' and 'load' inputs are thus not needed as
the data inputs are usually used only for
division by a number other than ten. Using
the counter in the normal =10 mode, we also
get a symmetrical ±10 for both up or down
counts.
Both inputs and the corresponding outputs
are usually at logical one. The counter will
count up on negative going pulses, applied to
the up ilipdt, and will produce a negative going
pulse at the carry output when the counter

(0)5

:5

4

This gives a divide by four situation on the up
count, as the carry pulse (and thus the reset to
five) occurs on the wrong side of the 0 (or five)
reset, giving only four counts. Whereas in the
count down mode the carry occurs after the
zero and thus includes the zero, giving a five
count.
To force the counter to count symmetrically
both up and down (in this case a 6 stage),
the author used an SN74193 four bit binary up
down counter, with logic, around the counter
to force the IC to count correctly both up and
down. The SN74193 differs from the SN74192
in that it has a maximum count of 16, in
accordance with four bit binary code, and was
used because it was available.
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To illustrate the =6 operation, refer to the
truth table and circuit diagram. Assume the
counter is set initially to zero and is counting
up. At the count of six, IC13b and IC14a and
b sense the binary count of six, and force the
'clear' input of the 74193 to go from logical
zero to logical one, thus forcing the counter
back to zero. On the up count, the counter
never overflows (at the count of 16) so no carry
pulse is produced. The carry pulse is therefore
derived from the output of IC13b which goes
from logical one to logical zero on a count of
six and this gives the carry pulse needed for the
succeeding stage.
Truth of SN 74193 four bit binary counter
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-not used this application
Data inputs set to Binary 5

Turning to the 'down' counting mode, the
counter will cycle past zero to 15 and produce
a borrow pulse so we can connect normally to
the succeeding 'down' input. However, on the
count of 15 IC13a senses the binary 15 on
Qa-Qd, and the output of IC13a (normally at
This is
logical one) goes to logical zero.
connected to the 'load' input and causes the
binary five on the data inputs Da -Dd to be
entered on Qa -Qd. The net result is that binary
15 causes the counter to reset to binary five
and thus give a --6 down count.
Divide by five truth table
To illustrate
than 10

1C4 and 1C15

Normal BCD
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INPUTS

IC4

ANO

IC15.

Select division integer on LHS.
Tie logical ones to -1-5V, logical zero to

(b)
(c)

as shown on the truth table opposite
the number required.
Connect load inputs, pin 11, to pin 13.
Example: to divide by four, connect IC4, IC15
Pin No's 15 to OV, one to OV, ten to -1-5V, and
nine to OV.
OV

-reset

Modification 'B'
To circuit for 1C4/15 to divide by ten only.
IC4 not needed. Refer to fig. 1.

through
'load'
and

data
inputs.

Decoders and readouts

Normal BCD outputs are picked off the
counters and fed into SN7447A BCD to seven
segment decoders. The outputs of the decoders
are fed in turn to Minitron 3015F seven segment readouts which give a maximum
'readout' of 99 minutes 59 seconds. This was
considered more than adequate time for the
application. The decimal point on the minutes
stage is connected to provide separation
between minutes and seconds. Other seven segment readouts can be used with the
SN7447A, as long as each segment does not
draw more than 40 MA at 15V (absolute
maximum). Decoders type SN7441 or SN74141
can be used with Nixie readouts, in which case
a high voltage supply must be provided for the
Nixie tubes.

Operation of divide by five up down counter

Only the down inputs and the borrow outputs
are connected, i.e. the counter only counts
down. The counter counts five to zero underflows and produces a negative going borrow
pulse which enables the 'load' input connected
to the borrow output, thus enabling the 'load'
presets to count to the BCD number selected,
in this case binary five. The load input overrides all other inputs and thus the counter is
forced to binary five at the underflow point.
We thus get a =5 stage. Two SN74192 are
used here to get a symmetrical ±5 up or down,
as the pulse from the head is steered automatically to the right counter.
Modification 'A'

Method of presetting ICI and IC15 to
division ratios other than ten to suit other
derived head pulses.
(a) Refer to truth table for ±10 stages
described.

FIG.4

Power supply

The electronics (excluding the lamp) draw
approximate 1A. Regulated 5V is provided by
full wave rectification and an LM309 mono-
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lithic voltage regulator in a TO -3 package is
used. Provided the regulator has an adequate
heat sink, no problem should be experienced
as I2V input to the regulator would allow a
max of 1.8A to be drawn without a heatsink.
The LM309 has the enviable feature which
allows it to be bolted directly to the heatsink,
which allows good heat transfer. The sensing
lamp must run off smoothed dc as any ac
component could cause unwanted switching in
the logic. C and C2 provide smoothing, C3
through C7 remove switching spikes, and are
important especially if a long lead to the head
electronics is used. The supply should be
firmly decoupled, if possible, on the ht branch
going to each line of ICs on the counter board,
and at the start and end of the head lead.
Counter board construction

I

Operation from mains

For producers and engineers who wish to
have an accurate timer for timing takes etc,
fig. 3 gives the circuit diagram, which replaces

FIG. 6

TRANSISTOR AND I.C. CONNECTIONS
(161

LENS

The time is accurate to = 500 ms over 30
minutes, which is the maximum time to which
we usually take it. There are certain multitrack
machines on the market which have timing and
tape sensing outputs built in and, with a little
ingenuity, I am sure that this timer could be
adapted for such use. We now have two timers
running and this machine, installed in the
studios, is indespensible for overdubs.
Finally, my thanks to Texas Instruments for
the information obtained from their excellent
book Integrated Circuits and Optoelectronics
Parts list: Head
Transistors and ICS
Tr1

SN7413
Texas Instruments
IC2 SN7400
IC3 SN7400
Resistors
R1, R2 1.8 kO }w.
Capacitors
C11 10 pF 10V tantalum
IC1

0V

T0 PIN

I

5, 7, 8, 15

C 9 -12

SN74192
SN7447A
SN7420
Texas Instruments
SN7404
SN74193

IC13
IC14
IC6
Readouts Four Minitron 3015F.
Resisters R3: 1 k12
Capacitors C5 -7 10 pF 10V tantalum.
C8 -10 0.05 pF disc ceramic.
Misc Switch SW1 1 x 2 pole N.C.
Board Vero DIP board 11824: Vero UK
6 way polarised plug for head lead

Vero edge connector to suit 11824 board
Veroboard 2..5 mm matrix to suit readouts
16 x 16 pin DIL sockets (if needed)
Power supply Regulator: LM309k, To -3 pack: Fairchild
Transformer 240V/0, 19, 25, 33, 40 2A Douglas:
G. W. Smith
Diodes D1-D5-/N4001-or any diode to take current
and PIV
Capacitors Cl 2,500 pF /15V-30V
C2 250 pF /35V

/Cs IC17, 18: 5N7400
IC19

SN7490

Texas Instruments

SN7413
Capacitors C13 0.05 uF disc
C14 10 uF /10V tantalum
Diodes D6 4.7V Zener
I

Mics
Veroboard offcut 25 mm matrix, 22 x 24 holes.
Lamp 24V 20 mA or similar.
Lamp holder to suit 1A used.
Mask as per Fig. 2.
Four -core cable to suit.
3 x 14 pin DIL sockets (if needed)

C20

Resistor 3300 ¡W

Misc Veroboard
SPCO switch
3 x 14 pin DIL Holders (if needed)
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the head assembly. Operators can either time
takes or count down to cue etc, and with a
remoted readout for the studio, cueing might
become much easier for artists.

Data.

The author used a Vero DIP board for ease
of mounting the 12 counter and logic ICs. The
readouts were mounted on a piece of 25 mm
pitch Veroboard on the front of the DIP
board. Photo 4 shows board construction.
Starting from the rear,
to r, the ICs are
SN74192 = 5 up stage, 7420 NAND gate, 7404
hex inverter, 74192 =5 down stage, two 74192
=10 stages, 7419.3 -+-6 stage, and 71192 =10
stage. At the front are the 7447 decoders and
readouts. Wiring is point to point. Connection
to head and power supply is by a dual 22 -way
edge connector.
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film industry is passing
through one of the most
critical periods in its history.
The

THE FIRST impression that one gets of
Because of his love of people, Guido Coen
Twickenham Studios is of an efficient family
attracts tremendous staff loyalty. His present
business that has all the time in the world to
secretary, Enid Webster, has been with him
look after your every need.
While this since the time he was with Two Cities Films,
The age of the film
giants is over impression is accurate in that they would do and he left there to join Twickenham in 1959.
all they possibly can to make you comfortable,
It is difficult to keep him talking about the
it should not be taken to mean that they have
past, however, for his eyes are very firmly set
nothing else to do; rather that they are always on future horizons.
prepared to make the effort. The family
`Attitudes are changing and every film is a
atmosphere is something which happens to be new challenge.
Of course people make
the case, it is not contrived.
mistakes, they misjudge public demand, but
Guido Coen, the head of this `family', is a nobody sets out to make a bad film. Many
man who in the true tradition of the movie people complain that films like Clockwork
industry lives for films. He entered the industry
Orange and Last Tango in Paris should never
some 30 years ago as a young assistant to have been made but it's a free world. People
Halean Phillipo Del Giudice of Two Cities do not have to watch. I do think though that
Films, in an era when the cinema industry had some directors forget that the job of the cinema
`giants' that seem to be sadly lacking today. is to entertain -we must remember that it is
When Guido Coen talks of this period in his an escapist medium and not the University of
NIGEL WOOLGROVE life, it is obvious that he has many fond the Air or a message medium. Of course
memories: of the personalities that towered making films is a bit like a game of poker.
over the industry, and also of the films made at What works today may not work tomorrow.
that time. In particular, when he mentions the But of two things we can be sure: that audiences
name Korda, he assumes a far -away expression are more intelligent and that they still enjoy
and it is possible to see that here is one man (and will pay a lot of money to enjoy) a good
who not only appreciates the abilities of these cowboy film.'
giants but who regrets their passing. He does
When I asked why the film studios were
make this point, however, that the industry having such a hard time of it at the moment,
can no longer afford the giants of yesteryear. he did not need to think of an excuse. `Because
In fact, during his career in the industry he the public are more intelligent they demand
has seen a revolution. He believes that the more realism even in their "escapist" films.
film world should not regret the passing of this At one time we could have built five sets to
age, for in its wake have come many of the recreate five locations fit for James Bond. If a
technical developments that have enabled the film -maker now wants to show a star having a
cinema to progress. He illustrates this point picnic on top of St Paul's Cathedral, the public
by mentioning several items of equipment: the want to see them there and not sat in front of
microphone, Nagra recording systems, the size a cardboard replica.' He points out that
of cameras, and the improvement in sound television is in part responsible for this requiregenerally.
ment which inevitably means higher production
Once you get Guido talking in this way, it is costs and higher admission prices at the cinema.
difficult to stop him. He naturally goes on to
'If a person wants to eat at the Ritz, he doesn't
talk of the future. `16 mm must come' (some expect to pay local cafe prices. If people want
would say it has already done so). `There is realism, they must pay for it.'
no point in saying that 35 mm is better. If
If this seems like a snipe at television, that is
16 mm is what the distributors want to buy,
certainly not the way that Guido Coen feels
that is what the film makers must provide. for he suggests that television is in fact the
When talking of distribution, Mr Coen has saviour of the film- making industry. `Within
very firm views, and he believes that radical
the very near future, nearly every feature film
changes are necessary. He thinks that this that has ever been made will have been shown
sort of thing should not be resolved by public on British television. With this voracious
criticism but by private consultation
very
appetite, there is a tremendous demand for
refreshing view when one considers the haste films and film makers should be excited at the
with which too many people rush into print.
prospect; they should get stuck in !' He does
But it is his attitudes to the future that are the not expect that the film studios will necessarily
most interesting; he does not see a dying benefit from this increased demand, however,
industry; rather one which is facing a tremenbut believes instead that the sound department
dous challenge and which could result in a will prove to be the expansion area for his
return of the halcyon days. The Common own operation.
Market is one thing that he believes will have
'We have all the facilities that film makers
an even more marked effect on the British film will need; for example we have some 30 cutting
making industry. He believes that the British rooms to cater for postproduction requirefilm maker has a lot to offer his European
ments, and some of the best sound facilities in
customer, not least of which is the expertise the world. As television grows, with the advent
of the technicians and directors at present of a second commercial channel for instance,
working in this country.
there will also be new technical developments.
When talking of the present generation of There will be a tremendous growth in the video
directors, Guido Coen once more reels off a field and I am sure that, before very long, video
list of names -all of whom have worked at for rushes will be a must. I think it is also
Twickenham at one time or another: Zefferelli, possible that film cassettes will prove to be a
Siegel, Lester, Peckinpah, Polanski, Huston,
big thing in the future.'
Losey, Schlessinger, Tony Richardson, Peter
Far from bemoaning the influence of teleHall, and a host of others. This habit of vision, he believes we have a lot to thank the
mentioning people is not an example of name
television industry for and indeed a lot that
dropping but is a further indication of the feature film makers can learn from tv commerGerry Humphreys and Robin O'Donaghue
inside the control room.
importance that he attaches to individuality.
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cials. `This field of operation has developed a
whole host of new techniques. Feature film
directors are used to taking their time and
many would find it impossible to get a complete
message into 7s of screen time. A second
benefit from television has been its ability to
produce a new generation of art directors, all
of whom have a lot to offer the feature maker.'
Twickenham Film Studios are working very
closely with people in the tv commercial field.
Their three stages, 30 cutting rooms, and
dubbing facilities are heavily booked for some
six months ahead. And while forward planning
is difficult, with companies like Ridley Scott,
Sierra, Gillie Potter, Eyeline, Barry Myers,
Signal, Moving Picture Company, and James
Garrett & Partners, this demand seems sure to
continue. A tour of the dubbing theatre showed
the extent to which Guido Coen is confident of
growth, and the confidence that film makers
have in the staff and equipment.
Just before Christmas, two particularly
interesting films were in the course of production at the Twickenham Dubbing Theatre. A
'first' in more ways than one was a Rolling
Stones film Ladies and Gentlemen the Rolling
Stones which had been directed by Roland
Binzer and Marshall Chess. I was shown round
by Gerry Humphreys, the director of sound, who
warned me that the volume of sound would be
rather high. This proved to be the understatement of the year, for we were assaulted by some
110 dB of Brown Sugar. During a lull in the
proceedings (the sound level had dropped to a
mere 70 dB) Roland Binzer explained that they
had decided to dub at Twickenham because of
the facilities and the co- operation they knew
they would receive from the company. In view
of the very high standard that the Rolling
Stones set, for them to come back from the
USA to do the dubbing of this -the first full
was a
length feature in quadraphony
tremendous recommendation.
Later I was to have the pleasure of watching
Gerry Humphreys driving the 36 channel Neve
desk during a dubbing session of Tito -The
Fifth Offensive. For this film a total of some
1,000 effects were used, including 50 different
machine gun tracks.
Chris Greenham, the dubbing editor -who
won the first sound editing `Oscar' for The

-
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Guns of Navarone-explained that he had done
a lot of research among all sorts of library
stack to find the effects that he wanted. `We
will spend about 160 hours dubbing this film
which will run for two hours 14 minutes.' I
could understand why when he pointed out
that the reel they were working on included
130 effects which had been premixed to a more
conventional six tracks.
During the session, Gerry Humphreys was
assisted by Robin O'Donaghue. Later over
lunch I attempted to discover how it is that
Gerry Humphreys has come to be one of the most
respected names in the sound recording industry. Our conversation went something like

this:
`How long have you been in this business,
Gerry?'
`Well ¡'tn just over 21 so it mast be a little bit
more than a few years.'
Perhaps you could tell me then how it was
that you got started ?'
'Ah well. I was a backward child you see, so
I took a job as a sound trainee at Walton
Studios. Later on they let me near a sound

Below: Projection room.
Bottom left: Exterior of Twickenham Film Studios.
Middle: Control room.
Right: Inside Stage Three.

camera, and sound booms and things like that,
and about three weeks later I was allowed to
give a hand with some mixing.'
Despite this irreverent sense of humour, or
perhaps because of it, Gerry has been something of a rising star ever since. He spent 12
years at Walton before leaving to become
assistant dubbing mixer at ABPC (EMI) at
Boreham Wood for 12 months, following which
he went to Star Studios at Hampstead as the
dubbing mixer. The next 18 months he spent
working mainly on tv commercials until he
joined Twickenham in 1964 as assistant to
He took over the dubbing
Steve Dalby.
mixer's chair in 1965 and in 1966 was appointed
to his present position of director of sound.
Since the dubbing theatre opened in 1960,
the list of films dubbed there reads like a
resume of box -office `top ten': Tom Jones,
Cul -de -Sac, Accident, Up The Junction, Charge
of the Light Brigade, Lion in Winter, The Beatles
films A Hard Day's Night and Help, and more
recently The Italian Job and Oh What a Lovely
War.
Even more recent productions have
included Nicholas and Alexandra, Sunday
Bloody Sunday, The Ruling Class, Brother Sun
Sister Moon, The Black Windmill and The
Three Musketeers. That award-winning films
of this calibre have been produced via the
Twickenham Dubbing Theatre speaks volumes
for Gerry Humphreys and his backroom staff,
and indeed a walk through that labyrinth of
backrooms is like a stroll through a manufacturer's showroom.
The eye hardly has a chance to take in the
two RCA Optical cameras before it flies to the
two six track RCA FR10 recorders for 16 mm
and 35 mm, and four other recorders for one,
three, four or six track, depending on which
head block is used, and of course the other
RCA recorder for standby. There are also a
further eight RCA recorders in various other
rooms. Together with two AEI Fedi rock and
roll installations and a 50W VitaVox monitoring system with a roll -off filter, and of course
that 36 track stereo Neve desk. And it is
perhaps here that we find the reason for the
undoubted success that Twickenham enjoys:
efficiency and flexibility.
I left Twickenham feeling that, if the future
of the British film industry is in the hands of
people such as these, then it has nothing to fear
from recessions or foreign competition.
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Type 1071
Channel amplifier
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equalisation
facilities.

Designed for the medium
sized studio and sophisticated p.a. systems. The fully
modular approach enables us to

adjust the format to suit your own
requirements.
We shall be pleased to quote for custom
designed versions to cater for quadraphonic and multitrack applications.
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4 Subgroup
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Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6
4RZ. Phone: 01- 953 0091.

MB 23;1A
Magnetic sound recorder available in three basic
forms. Model 35A handles 17.5 and 35 mm magnetic
film. Model 36AM records and reproduces centre
track 16 mm, and Model 16AR edge track 16 mm
magnetic film. Other formats to order.

Dimensions: 440
Weight: 85 kg.

x

time code to phase lock master and slave. Operates
in either frame -lock (Address) mode or manual
offset (Flywheel) mode.
Code generator output: +4 dBm nominal.
Required bandwidth: 30 to 4k Hz (±6 dB).
Minimum speed: Approx 1/10 normal.
Maximum play speed: 4 times normal.
Maximum slewing speed: 400 times normal.

Sync accuracy: 3.4 ms.
Search accuracy: Determined by stopping time of
machine. 200 ms at 38 cm /s.

410 x 1,750 mm.

MB 21/1W
Magnetic sound reproducer available in three basic
forms. Model 35W handles 17.5 avid 35 mm magnetic
film. Model 16WM reproduces centre track 16 mm
and Model 16 WR edge track 16 mm magnetic film.
Other details as MB 21/1A.

MB

41

Magnetic sound recorder with facility for synchronous operation of up to 50 machines between 0 and
±100 frames /s. Model M841/16 handles 16 mm
magnetic film; Model MB 41/3517.5 and 35 mm.

Dimensions: 440
Weight: 106 kg.

x

410 x 1,750 mm.

CRESTA
Cresta Electronics, 72 Loom Lane, Radlett, Hertfordshire WD7 8PA. Phone: 01 -779 5342.
R1

Record only, unit for projectors or cameras. Powered
by PP3 or equivalent. Input from camera DIN three
pin plug, output 3.5 mm jack. Cinepulse cassette
(below) plugs into output socket.
Price: £9.46.

TT1
Transcription unit for transferring pulses from cassettes or from reel to reel when making sound track
copies, or when transferring from pulse to sprocketed tape.

Price: £9.46.

CS /2 mark

AUTOMATED PROCESSES

Automated Processes Inc, 80 Marcus Drive,
Melville, New York 11746, USA.
Agents: 3M (UK) Ltd, 3M House, Wigmore
Street, London W1. Phone: 01 -486 5522.

Maglink
Synchroniser designed to couple an audio tape
recorder(atr) to sprocketed magnetic film, to Quadruplex or helical vtr, or to another atr. Uses SMPTE

Automated
Processes
Maglink
48
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3

Record playback unit. Control circuit operates via
isolating transformer and a thyristor in the motor
circuit. Suitable for manual or automatic transfer to
stripe in sync.

Cinepulse cassette

Compact cassette with built -in head which records
pulses as well as sound, so that portable cassette
recorders can be used for pulse sync sound without

modification.
50
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WHO'S WHO
IN SOUND
RUPERT NEVE

Anyone who is anyone in sound knows, if professional audio control and distribution
equipment is to do its job, only the best is good enough. They know what they want.
The highest standards of quality and reliability and technical performance as near the
theoretical limits as possible. Plus the fact that Neve equipment is custom built to
individual requirements and tailored to fit neatly into limited studio space. Naturally
it all goes to produce a very impressive list of Neve customers.

lyanda Records, Nigeria; Multi-Media;
Creative House; Caribou Ranch; Eastman
Kodak; Harcourt Brace; His Masters Wheels;
PAC Inc.; Sound City; Track Recorders;
Whitney Recording; Griffith Gibson; Les
Productions Paul Baillargeon; Marc
Productions; Mercey Brothers; Jeff Smith
Here's a list of some of their
Interchange; Linkage Sound; Studio Marko;
Radio Triunfo; C.T.S. De Lane Lea; Federal
1973 customers:
Records; CBS -Sony, Japan; Cockatoo Sound; Studio 3; Intervideo; Mahogany Rush; Sound
Radio and TV: RTV Romania; Link Electronics; R.G. Jones; Music for Pleasure; Pye Records; Toronto; Chatham Square; Neil Young;
B.B.C.; Marconi; Granada Television; Radio
Belafonte Enterprises; Air Studios.
Weir Sound; Polydor; West of England
Luxembourg; Tyne Tees Television; Damascus Studios; Maritime Studios;
Universities and schools: Syracuse
Radio; HTV Ltd.; Radio Telefis Eireann;
EMI; Festival Records; Bavaria
University; University of Surrey;
Greater Manchester Radio; Gospel Radio
Atelier; Arne Bendiksen;
Plymouth Polytechnic; Yale School
Fellowship; HSV7, ATN7, ATVO, Australia;
Gallo; Belter Records;
of Music.
B.F. B.S. (British Forces Broadcasting Service);
Carbo; Elliot
R.T.V. Singapore; Yorkshire Television; Capital Mazer; CBS
,'
Radio; Ampex; Rediffusion; London Weekend Records;
-f
Television; I.B.A.; Radio Sofia; Nigerian
Decca;
Broadcasting; United Evangelistic Church;
WGBH; WRMF; Encounter Ministries; KBYU;
KHOF TV; WSM; WBZ; CBC.
Theatres: Royal Opera House;
Congress Hall, Bucharest.

f

Communications: Pye Business

Comms.; Fernseh GmbH.
Film: Shepperton Studios; Felix
Acaso; Pinewood Studios;
Consolidated Film Industries;
Imperial War Museum; Zaar
Films.

Recording: J. Albert; Metronome
Records; Preview Sound; R.C.A.;

N Neve

internationally sound people

Rupert Neve, Cambridge House, Melbourn, Royston, Herts. Telephone: Royston (0763) 60776. Or Cambridge (0223) 53454. Telex 81381.
Cables Neve Cambridge. 2719 Rena Rood, Malton, Ontario L4T 3K1, Canada.Telephone: 416 677 6611. Telex 0696 8753.
Berkshire Industrial Park, Bethel, Connecticut 06801, U.S.A. Telephone: (203) 7446230. Telex 969638. Hollywood Office: Telephone (213) 465
4822.
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Power requirement: 12V car battery or equivalent
(7 Ah) (24V model on request).
Input voltages: (Pilotton): 1V 50 Hz. (Audio):
0.775V or 4.4V 6000.
Output voltages: (Audio) 0.775 or 1.55 or 4.4V
6000.

Dimensions: 420 x 280 x 250
Weight: 18 kg.
Spool capacity: 310 m.

OMA

mm.

3

Magnetic film recorder available in 16 mm, 17.5/35
mm and dual gauge formats. Automatically interlocks to 50 or 60 Hz pilotton signals from separate
tape. Up to eight track record /play. Operates up to
20 times normal speed (5 ms start of stop). Vtr sync
facility optional.
Power supply: 110, 120, 220, 240 V ±10 %. 1 phase,
1kVA.
Input voltages: (Pilotton): 10 µV to 10V, 50 or
60 Hz; (Audio): 0.775V, 1.55V or 4.4V 6000.

Output voltages: (Audio):

0.775V, 1.55V or 4.4V

6000.

to within ±0.001 % of the average recording speed.
Dimensions: 100 x 48 x 10 mm.

Weight: 0.035 kg.
Input & Output: Characteristics via internal con-

Frequency response: 40 to 12k Hz ±1.5 dB.
Signal -to-noise ratio: 60 dB, 20 to 20k Hz.
Distortion at 1k Hz: 1.5' ,..
Wow and flutter: 0.05 using BASF polyester film.
Dimensions: 1,890 x 635 x 543 mm (lwd).
Weight: 170 kg.

nections in Nagra.

Above: Sondor OMA3 16 mm.
Right: Sondor M3 16 mm.

SONDOR

SURVEY
FARNELL- TANDBERG

Farnell -Tandberg Ltd, 81 Kirkstall
Leeds LS3 1 HR. Phone: 0532 3511.

Road,

11.2M.
Comprises Tandberg -2M battery tape recorder,
Farnel FT1 sound sync indicator, FT2 tone generator,
and FT5 pulse counter. The FT2 generator is for use
with 8 mm cameras, FT3 being for all 16 mm cameras
fitted with pilot tone generators, and the FT4 for use
with converted Bolex MCE 178 motors.
Price: £442.38 basic.
11

I

15.2M
Comprises Tandberg 15.21M tape recorder, Farnell
FT1 sound sync indicator, FT2 tone generator and
FT6 synchroniser.
Price: £182.26 basic.

Kudelski S.A., CHI 033 Cheseaux Lausanne, Switzerland.
Agents: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, 17 Chesham
Road, Amersham, Buckinghamshire.
Phone: 024 03 5511.

QSLI
Sync and pilot playback voltmeter. This plug -in
accessory for the Nagra 4 may be used for measuring
the amplitude of the pilot playback signal or for
modifying the Nagra tape speed so as to synchronise the pilot playback signal with a pilot reference
signal. In conjunction with QGX quartz crystal
generator, the average playback speed can be held

STUDIO SOUND, JUNE

M3
Portable magnetic film recorder available in 16 and
formats. Specification relates to 16 mm.
Number of tracks: Two (Interchangeable plug -in
head assemblies available).
Meter: Switchable VU -meter for sound, pilotton
and battery control.
Indicator: Flat battery warning lamp.
Spooling : Fast forward and reverse.
Cue track: Automatic.
Speed : 24 or 25 frames /s.
Counter: Built -in footage counter.
Interlock: (a) 1V 50 Hz pilotton. (b) Rotary pulse
generator. (c) Built -in crystal oscillator. (d) Signal
output for interlocking further M3s.

35 mm

Starting time: Less than 5 ms.
Loudspeaker: Built -in switchable.

KUDELSKI
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Sondor Export AG, Dachslerenstrasse 11,
8702 Zollikon, Switzerland.
Agents: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, 17
Chesham Road, Amersham, Buckinghamshire. Phone: 02403 5511.
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STELLAVOX

Georges Quellet, 2068 Hauterive /Ne, Switzerland.
Agents: AV Distributors (London) Ltd, 26
Park Road, Baker Street, London NW1 4SH.
Phone: 01 -935 8161.

ARU
Battery powered synchroniser designed for Stellavox
SP7 portable tape recorder. The SP7 can thus be
locked to the ARU's quartz oscillator, to an external
reference, camera pilot or vtr. Facility for accelerating recorder by ±1 frame /s.

Left and Below: Stellavox ARU

A SELECTION FROM OUR

WIDE RANGE

OF MICROPHONE STANDS

THE STUDIO

DB

I

SERIES

Sliding extension to boom
arm. Gives a 360 coverage
to position other microphones using the one boom
stand.
Reaches from l' 8"
to 2' 10 ".

ill/ STUDIO

I. Stand with four 14"
legs.
Height extends to 6' 10 ".
Boom arm 6' 6" long with 21b.
counterbalance.
STUDIO 2. As above but with
22" legs and boom arm, with
41b. counterbalance.
STUDIO 3. As above but with
boom arm 4' 6" long.

EXT

I

BOOM EXTENSION
Fits into tube end of boom

to give a telescopic extension of an extra 3' 2 ".

KEITH MONKS (AUDIO) LTD
26-30 READING ROAD SOUTH

FLEET HANTS
Telephone: Fleet ( 02 514) 7316 and 3566

this is Otani
Europe's

largest
choice of

Broadcast
Recorders

Multitracking
Mastering or

off the

Duplicating.
OTARI

shelf

Broadcast

! !

Equipment

NOTE NEW ADDRESS -

9

Industrial Tape Applications
5 Pratt Street,London NW1 OAE.TeI: 01 -485 6162 Telex: 21879
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415:1972 and 4265:1968. Personally I find this
identification confusing, and I apologise to

303

POWER AMPLIFIER
By Hugh Ford

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATION
These figures relate to either channel, with or
without the other channel operating.
Power output and distortion
(with unrestricted bandwidth): 70 Hz 0.03',, 700 Hz
At any level up to 28W 16n
0.03 %, 10k Hz 0.1
load. At any level up to 45W 80 load.
Frequency response: -1 dB (ref 1k Hz) at 30 Hz
and 35k Hz into 80. -1 dB (ref 1k Hz) at 20 Hz and
35k Hz into 16n.
Output source impedance: 0.30 in series with
sF and 6
2000 1.LF

p-

H.

Input level: 0.5V rms for 30W into 1652.
Input impedance: 22 ko in parallel with 60 pF.
Hum and noise: -100 dB below full output.
Interchannel crosstalk: 30 Hz to 1k Hz better than
60 dB.

Input load

1

k52.

Stability: Unconditionally

stable with any load.
to 125 or 200 to 250V 50 to 60 Hz.
40-200W depending on signal level.

Power input:

100

Weight: 8.2 kg.
Dimensions (w

x h x

d): 120 x 159

x

324 mm plus

for connectors).
Other applications: For music in the home the
amplifier is suitable for use with speakers of all
impedances between 4 and 2552. For high level
sine wave duty and other special applications
involving reactive loads the load impedance should
38 mm

be not less than
Price: £62.

80.

Manufacturers: The Acoustical Manufacturing
Co. Ltd, 30 St Peter's Road, Huntingdon.

IT HAS ALWAYS struck me that many

engineers in the recording business regard the
Quad 303 as a domestic amplifier and have not
bothered to read the specification or really
investigate its possibilities.
The mechanical construction of the amplifier
is to a very high standard, with the connectors
and other facilities completely recessed such
that dropping the amplifier on to the floor is
more likely to damage the floor than the
amplifier. In fact the rear of the amplifier
comprises a substantial cast heatsink with the
output transistors mounted between the fins,
and the front of the amplifier is a further casting
which is joined to the tear casting by a solid
chassis.
The input /output connectors, mains voltage
selector and fuse are located on a plate set into
the front panel which also accommodates a
mains pilot lamp. Mains input is by a miniature Bulgin three -pin socket which is associated
with a rotary-plug type voltage selector covering the standard European and American input
voltages. Overall amplifier protection is by a
20 mm fuse which is also located on the front
panel and identified by the symbol T2A which
in fact means a 2A Time lag fuse and is the
symbol in accordance with British Standards
52
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Quad for accusing them of not identifying the
fuse rating on the type 50E amplifier which I
previously reviewed, when they had in fact
included a similar identification.
Inputs are by means of a single four -pin
DIN socket which does not have its connections
identified on the front panel, and outputs
consist of two pairs of 4 mm banana sockets
which are not on the standard 19 mm spacing.
These two features could be improved, as the
screw terminal combined with a 4 mm socket
on 19 mm spacing is a much more convenient
device and I have a peculiar hate for wiring -up
DIN plugs [ You're not alone -Ed]. There is
however plenty of space to accommodate
alternative types of plug and socket, including
enough space to mount XLR type plugs if one
so wishes.

The accessibility of the components for
servicing is really excellent, as each of the two
channels has its own printed board which can
easily be hinged out from the bottom of the
amplifier. A third printed board is occupied
by the dc voltage stabiliser which feeds both
channels, the series stabiliser transistor and the
output drive transistors being mounted on the
rear heatsink.
There are a total of five preset controls in
the circuitry, the first of which adjusts the
stabilised dc voltage and the remaining four
being used to set the quiescent current and the
operating point of each of the two channels.
Output power and distortion
While the Quad 303 is basically designed as
a stereo amplifier with a rating of 28W into
160 or 45W into 8S2 for each channel, it may
also be used as a single channel amplifier with
a rating of 90W into either 4S2 or 1652 by

FIG.

running the channels in series or parallel.
These configurations can be accomplished with
very little modification and mean that the
amplifier offers more than adequate power for
most applications where a high quality monitor
amplifier would be used.
The measured output clipping point at lk Hz
was found to be as in the following table, and
was found to be constant when either or both
channels were operating and also constant
when the incoming mains voltage was reduced
until the incoming mains fell to -6.7 per cent
on the nominal setting. This is of course a
great advantage for many purposes, as with
an unstabilised power supply the output power
potential would have fallen by 13.4 per cent.
Load resistance Output clipping point at 1k Hz
Channel One Channel Two
28.1W*
28W
160

80
40

*ç loads are outsidethe manufacturers' specification
so far as distortion performance is concerned, but
these figures exceed the performance indicated in
the manufacturers' graphical data.

The distortion performance of the amplifier
was measured in terms of second and third
harmonic components at 1 k Hz and at 10k Hz
at various power levels, because it is inevitably
difficult to measure total harmonic distortion
at very low levels in the presence of any hum
and noise. The following figures demonstrate
an exceptionally good performance which puts
the Quad 303 into the very best class of
amplifiers:
Because both channels demonstrated a very
similar distortion performance, the results
(below) are only quoted for the average
channel, as is also the case with the following
figures for intermodulation distortion as
measured by the SMPTE method with 50 Hz
and 7k Hz tones in the amplitude ratio 4:1.
Equivalent peak output into 8S2

1

48W
28.6Wt

48W
34.8W

45W
4.5W

Intermodulation
distortion
1.95%
0.028%
0.02%
0.012%

450 mW

45mW

Clearly the above intermodulation distortion
figures indicate a high standard of performance,
and while the distortion at 45W is not all that
it might be, reduction in output power to 40W
gave a figure of 0.03 per cent and investigation
around the rated 45W output showed the
expected steep rise in distortion that is normally
54

Output power into

8R

45W
4.5W
450 m W
45 niW

Testgear residential

Distortion at 1k Hz
Third
Second
0.014%
0.014%
0.012%
0.006%
0.005%

Distortion at 10k Hz
Third
Second
0.046%
0.056°ó

0.016%
0.009%

<0.005%
<0.005%
0.005%

0.

<

0.04 %
0.008 %

0.008%

0.07%
0.034%
0.032%
0.005%
0.005%

Whichever way you look at it,
it's great.
The NV3000E/AV colour video cassette recorder
produced by Action Video and based on the National
Panasonic U -matic standard is now available.
It is compatible with the Sony VO1810 and JVC
CR6000 U -matic colour cassette recorders but offers a
number of additional features not found on these models.
The major difference is that the NV3000E/AV comes
complete with a 9" monochrome receiver that gives full off
air recording facility in colour. The 9" receiver plugs straight
into the cassette recorder via a single lead which carries
video and sound to the recorder. A colour detector light on
the recorder lights up when a colour input signal is being
received. If the set is tuned in in the normal way this enables
high quality colour recordings to be made straight off air.

The recorded tape may be played back into any
conventional colour receiver* from the UHF output of the
recorder. Video inputs and outputs are also standard to
accept camera or CCTV monitor connections.
Other unique features are automatic colour lock and
automatic loading. The recorder is easy to use even by an
unskilled operator.
Price is £815, including the monitor, excluding VAT.

Action Video
*If you

do not already have a colour set, the National TC85GA is
recommended at E365 excluding VAT.

Part of the Action Group
45 Great Marlborough Street
London W1V 1DB
Telephone: 01 -734 7465/7
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QUAD 303
POWER AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

associated with transistorised amplifiers, once
the rated output is exceeded.
The application of fast risetime squarewaves
gave a measured slew rate of 2.5 \t/µs with a
rise time of 6 is when working into resistive
80 loads. The addition of 2µF of capacitance
in parallel gave the waveform shown in fig. 1
which does not show any tendency towards
instability and shows a well controlled overshoot.
Likewise, tone bunt testing did not show
any visible distortion during recovery from
severe overload, even when the amplifier was
over- driven by 10 dB with both channels
operating.

-I
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the above noise and there was no sign of any
rf in the output.
Inputs and outputs

The measured input sensitivity at lk Hz for
an output of 45W into 80 was 464 mVtifor the
left channel and 483 mV for the right channel,
a reasonable difference of 0.34 dB, while the
input impedance of both channels was within
0.5 per cent of 20 kQ.
Fig. 3 shows the relation between output

Channel
Two

-92.3 dB
-96.6 dB
-101.5 dB -102.3dB
-94.4 dB
-97.3 dB

Unweighted 2 Hz to 200k Hz
Unweighted 20 Hz to 20k Hz
'A' weighted

N==MMII..

C.::
::=MII
IN°.:

100

without stating what (if any) weighting network
was used for measurement. The measured
noise in the output with the input shorted and
the output loaded with 80, relative to 45W per
channel, was found to be as follows:
Channel
One

MC:CMI.
111--::7 II,111

=MMI..7

FREQUENCY

the frequency response at IO dB below this
output level. Over the audio frequency band
the two responses are virtually identical, and
for practical purposes there is no point in
exceeding this performance which has a healthy
roll -off outside the audio frequency band.
The manufacturers' specification states that
amplifier noise is 100 dB below full output,
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Frequency response and noise
Fig. 2 is a plot of the power response at a
1k Hz output of 45W into 80, and also includes
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They're not much use without us.

There's nothing quite so frustrating
in this world as a tape recorder without
tape.
So BASF make a tape for every tape
recorder manufactured anywhere in the
world.
Everything from g " LH cassettes
right through to 2" tapes for all major
studios. More than 128 different types
in all.
Which is not really surprising when

you think that BASF were the first
company in the world to make tape.
So if you've got a tape problem
we've got a tape answer call us and
see for yourself.

-

-

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Knightsbridge House,
197 Knightsbridge,
London SW7 1SA
Telephone: 01 -584 5080
55
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impedance and frequency, which is fairly typical
of capacitor coupled outputs but perhaps offers
a rather small damping factor for some loudspeakers.
The measured inter-channel crosstalk with
one channel delivering 45W into 8f2 and the
input to the other channel shorted, was almost
constant at a level 62 dB below 45W from
40 Hz to 20k Hz.
Other aspects
The final matter which may be of interest is

the phase shift characteristic of the amplifier;
this is shown in fig. 4 for frequencies between
2 Hz and 200k Hz (with thanks to B & K

BOSE

Summary
This is a fine amplifier with unusually good
distortion performance, good signal -to -noise
ratio and a flat frequency response in the audio
spectrum with what I regard as a desirable

roll -off outside the audio spectrum.
Every parameter was within the manufacturers' specification which, while it is not
particularly detailed, does provide the basic
performance figures which the majority of
manufacturers quote. The only area where I
have some reservations is that the potential
damping factor is on the small side and might
be troublesome with some designs of loudspeaker.
Having regard for the 303's performance as
a stereo amplifier rated at 45W per channel
into 8n, or as a mono amplifier capable of
delivering 90W into 40 or 16f2, the Quad offers
very good value for money and has quite
adequate output capability for the majority of
high quality monitoring uses.

suggests and both the sales literature and the
owner's manual go to great lengths to explain
the `Bose specification philosophy'. This in
essence is that attempts to meet better specifications than those quoted are unnecessary
because they lead to no audible improvement
and reduced reliability. While I agree with
part of the `philosophy', I take exception to
some of the sweeping statements made. For
instance it is stated: `Harmonic distortion above
10k Hz is not important, because all the
distortion products fall above 20k Hz and are,
therefore, inaudible'. To my way of thinking
this is clearly not so: if one takes the two tones
10k Hz and 11k Hz and considers their harmonics at 20k Hz and 22k Hz, the mixture of
the harmonics will beat at 2k Hz. Furthermore,
the third harmonics at 30k Hz and 33k Hz will
beat at 3k Hz. It clearly follows that harmonic
distortion above 10k Hz does matter and will
produce audible results if an amplifier does not
include a low pass filter at 20k Hz, which the

Bose 1801 does not!
In other respects the literature supplied gives
very little information about the circuitry of
the amplifier, but a look at its efficiency leads
one to think that class-A techniques must be
used in the output stages, each of which uses
some 14 output transistors.
Each amplifier channel is mounted on a
single fibreglass printed board which is plugged
in by flying leads for the most part, and a
The output
number of other connectors.
transistors are included on the printed board
assembly, and the complete assembly is bolted
to the main amplifier chassis which is made of
black anodised 3 mm thick alloy. Both sides
and most of the back of the main chassis are
surrounded with massive finned heatsinks; thus,
the complete chassis acts as a large heatsink.
Power is supplied by a very large transformer,
which is said to weigh almost 19 kg- perhaps
not surprising when one realises that it must
handle up to 2 kW of power, and that it is of

Laboratories for letting me borrow the
demonstration model of their new phase meter
delightful instrument) which confirms that
the amplifier should be inherently stable and
does not exhibit excessive phase shift at audio

-a

frequencies.
As with other mains -operated equipment,
the Quad 303 was inspected for electrical safety
in terms of British Standard 415:1972 and I
am pleased to report that no faults were found
in this direction.
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POWER AMPLIFIER
By Hugh Ford

MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATION
Frequency response: Audibly perfect (±0.5 dB,
20 to 20k Hz).

Distortion: Inaudible (less than 0.5 per cent).
Hum and noise: Morethan 100 dB below full output.
Damping factor: Greater than 40.
Power output: 250W (rms) per channel into 8a,
both channels.
both channels.

400W (rms) per channel into 4f2,

Input impedance: Greater than 50 Kf2.
Input sensitivity: 1.5V rms for 250W into 80.
Minimum load impedance: 4f2.
Dimensions w x d x h: 483 x 381 x 210 mm (Requires
222 mm of standard rack space.

Dimensions do not

include handles).

Weight: 36.28 kg operating. 41.27 kg shipping.
Heat sink area: Greater than 0.84 m2.
Power consumption: 1 kW nominal. 2 kW peak.
Line voltage: 105 to 125V ac (120V ac nominal).
210 to 250V ac (240V ac
50 to 60 Hz.

nominal) (export version).

Connectors:
Input: 8.35 mm phone jacks.
Output: Dual banana jacks (five-way binding posts).
Protection: Electronic current limiting protects
amplifier from all passive loads; resistive, inductive,
capacitive or short circuit. Ac line fuse protects
amplifier and power line from internal faults.
Indicators: Led array instantaneous power
indicator.

Price: £498.
Manufacturers: Bose Corporation, The Mountain, Framingham, Mass 01701, USA.
Agents: Acoustico Enterprises Ltd, Unit 7,
Space Waye, North Feltham Trading Estate,
Feltham, Middx.

IN ALL RESPECTS the Bose 1801 can be
described as massive. It weighs 36 kg, has a
specified power output of 800W, potential
power input of 2 kW and enormous heatsinks.
Other than in respect of power output the
specification is not particularly impressive by
modem amplifier standards. The amplifier is
however far better than the specification
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the conventional laminated form of construction. This appears to be followed by a single
bridge rectifier which provides positive and
negative rails to both channels in conjunction
with 14,000 µF smoothing capacitors.
While the wiring and general standard of the
two printed boards gives no cause for complaint, the general appearance of the internal
wiring is rather untidy, and in particular there
are two resistors (one of which is a wirewound
type) dangling in mid -air on their long leads.
As for the external appearance, this is well
styled with a `Pop group' image front panel.
This is occupied by two large illuminated
integrated VU meters and a led output level
indicator which works in 6 dB steps and also
gives an indication if the amplifier is driven
into clipping.
The front panel controls
comprise two rotary gain controls (one for
each channel) and three rotary switches which
perform the following functions:
(I) A two -position input selector which
selects either of two pairs of identical inputs.
(2) A speaker selector for switching to
main speakers, remote speakers or both pairs
off.
(3) A five-position switch which not only
switches power on /off but also selects the level
indicators to off, led indicator only, integrated
VU indicator only, or both forms of indication.
The final front panel facility is a legend type
indicator which is illuminated when either the
thermal trip switches the amplifier off, or when
the main fuse fails.
At the rear of the amplifier there are the two
pairs of inputs in the form of unbalanced
6.25 mm jack sockets, the two pairs of output
terminals in the form of banana sockets/
terminals, the mains input lead, mains fuse and
auxiliary mains output in the normal American
form.

the rated power output when the nominal 240V
mains power is available, and furthermore the
onset of clipping is not too abrupt.
However, these tests showed up one of the
serious shortcomings of the Bose 1801. While
it is not designed for running with sinewave
signals, it was incapable of delivering a constant
sinewave power into either 40 or 80 without
the thermal trip operating. This occurred at
any power above 16W into 4i2 or 20W into 8t
with sinewave or white noise inputs. Before
anyone accuses me of being unfair by using
continuous signals, I took the precaution of
feeding Radio Two into the amplifier loaded
with 40-it then tripped when the peak power
was set around 40W per channel. These tests
were done at an ambient temperature of 18 °C
'With the amplifier set on an open bench, and
measurement of the heatsink temperature
showed a reasonable 40 °C at tripping point.
It can only be concluded that this sample of
the amplifier would be completely useless for
work as a PA music amplifier.
The next point of investigation was the
distortion characteristics of the amplifier
which proved to be a somewhat irritating
measurement because of the amplifier tripping
all too frequently. The eventual results of
measuring harmonic distortion produced fig. 1,
which shows good mid -frequency performance
but somewhat poor high frequency performance. The latter became an even more tiresome
measurement because it was found that the
high frequency distortion depended upon the

FIG.1

10

I.

BOSE 1801
DISTORTION INTO 40
117.

Power output and distortion

3

IM distortion
(SMPTE)
Left
Right

Equivalent sinewave power
into

8 S-

250 W

0.055
0.058
0.032
0.032

25W

2.5W
250 mW

The power response of the amplifier is shown

adequate for audio applications. But, as
already explained is an undesirably wide bandwidth where high frequency distortion is at a
high level.
The delivery of squarewaves into resistive
loads did not show any defects, the maximum
slew rate being 3.7 V /µs. Furthermore, working
into 8t1 in parallel with 2 [IF did not produce
any instability but showed a slight tendency to
ringing as shown in fig. 3.
While there was some variation of the dc
offset between the output terminals, this was
58
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in fig. 2 and shows that the output has fallen
by 3 dB at some 40k Hz which is more than

OOO 7li

During measurements on the power output,
very great care was taken to ensure that the
incoming mains supply was at the nominal
240V unless otherwise stated; with an amplifier
such as this which can draw almost l0A from
the mains, it is even necessary to correct the
input voltage under load because of the voltage
drop down normal house wiring.
The output clipping points at various mains
supply voltages varied over wide limits, as is
to be expected, but even when the mains was
reduced to 210V the clipping points were just
at the rated output level with both channels
driven. This provides a very good margin on

FIG.

heatsink temperature, the figure quoted
perhaps verging on the worst case.
Measurement of the intermodulation distortion by the SMPTE method using tones at
50 Hz and 7k Hz mixed in the normal 4:1
voltage ratio, gave the following results, which,
while they are quite good, make no comparison
with such amplifiers as the Amcron DC-300A
which is at least an order of magnitude better.
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BOSE

1801

REVIEW

of little practical significance as at no time did
this offset exceed 14 mV on the left channel,
and 27 mV on the right channel.
Frequency response, crosstalk and noise

Fig. 4 shows the frequency response at audio
frequencies and demonstrates a response within
±0.2 dB from 20 Hz to 20k Hz, the extended
response above 20k Hz is very close to the
power response shown in fig. 2. The overall
response is certainly as flat as can be desired
within the audio band.

Likewise, the crosstalk between channels as
shown in fig. 5 offers more than is required in
the audio band. However, the rate of degradation in crosstalk performance at high frequencies was quite surprising and was found to be
associated with cross coupling in the low level
stages.
Noise and hum in the output were found at
a respectably low level (after discarding one
sample of the amplifier which was noisy in
one channel), being measured at the levels
shown below:
The hum and noise measured with reference
to 400W into 40 was found to be approximately

Hum and noise reference 250W into 8R
Wide band 20 Hz to 200k Hz
Band limited 20 Hz to 20k Hz
'A' Weighted

FIG.4
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1000
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2K

The input impedance was found to vary
between 94,0000 and 49,0000 in parallel with
94 pF or 240 pF depending upon the gain
setting, while the input sensitivity measured at
1.33V for 400W output into 40 or 1.50V for
250W into 80. Fig. 6 shows the relation
between the output impedance and frequency,
which is generally satisfactory for audio

purposes.
Likewise the phase shift was satisfactory
from 20 Hz to 20k Hz, being with reference to
lk Hz +8° at 20 Hz and 28° at 20k Hz. Other
than the maximum input power which could
reach some 2300 VA, the remaining items of
interest are the metering systems.
The led display of peak power was a particularly nice feature in that its operation was for
all purposes instantaneous, such that a single
cycle of 10k Hz sinewave operated the appropriate led. The nominal 6 dB interval between
the individual indicators was also quite
accurate, so it is very easy to determine the
true peak output power.
In addition to
indicating output power, a further two led
indicators are used to show if the amplifier is
driven into clipping; not only are these
instantaneous indicators but they are arranged
to indicate actual clipping independent of the
very sensible feature.
mains supply voltage
The two integrated VU meters were aligned
to the correct VU meter practice, in that 0 VU
corresponded to 8 dB below maximum output.
However, rather than being integrated VU
meters, they were in fact faster than the
standard VU meter in that they reached an
indication of 0 VU in 190 ms as opposed to the
standard 300 ms. Furthermore, they overshot
the 0 VU mark on the standard test and
bounced upon return to zero. To my way of
thinking, the peak led display is an excellent
idea but I do not see any point in the addition
of the so-called integrated VU meters.
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Summary
This is the most expensive amplifier that I
have had the opportunity to review in STUDIO
SOUND and one would expect in this price
bracket to have really first -class performance.
Using this criterion I find it very difficult to
say much good of this review sample of the
Bose 1801. Certainly it meets its published
specification by a very large margin, and
complies with the advertised 'Bose philosophy',
but it has a number of defects and a number of
shortcomings when compared with other high
quality power amplifiers.
In particular, the fact that it will not deliver
a continuous signal of speech and music at its
peak output even at a room temperature of
18 °C, is a very serious shortcoming. While the

frequency response and stability are good,
distortion is not to a high standard and the
noise performance could be improved, not that
this is of practical significance with many
loudspeakers.
On the credit side I very much like the peak
level led display and think that other manufacturers could follow the idea of a led -type
clipping point display.
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FOR SALE -TRADE
*A

...

tamer from Cathedral
Compressor /Limiter module CLA 1, £15.50 post
and VAT paid. Low distortion oscillator
module OSC /2 £15.50 post and VAT paid.
Quantity discounts available. S.A.E. details
Cathedral Sound, Fourways, Morris Lane,
Halsall, Lancs. L39 8SX.
new dB

BUILDING or PURCHASING
AUDIO MIXER, pre -amp, autofade,

RECORDING STUDIO
TAPE TO DISC

IS.G.S.I

DEMO DISCS. MASTERS PRESSED, ANY QUANTITY
4 TRACK STUDIO RECORDING. MULTITRACKING
FACILITIES.
Complete studio service. Mobile studio service engineers. Music publishing. Independent production
Group P.A. and amps serviced and sold. Disco
equipment installed.
13IA ANERLEY ROAD, LONDON S.E.20
Messages 01 -688 0728
Studio 01- 778 -0450

an
V.U.

or audio monitor, V.E. mixer, driver or
power supply, etc. First consult
PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS
(Ref. S.S.), 21 -25 Hart Road, Benfleet,
Essex.
Established 23 years

-

*J

& B Recordings. Tape to disc latest high
level disc cutting, all speeds. Master pressings, studio, mobile. 14 Willows Avenue,
Morden, Surrey. MITcham 9952.

COMPACT CASSETTES
PROFESSIONAL HIGH -SPEED DUPLICATION

AUDIO EDUCATION COMPANY
01 -723

*Audiofact No. 1 ! You can build 8 Cathedral
Complimiters into your mixer for LESS than
the cost of one medium price competitor. P.S.
Ask about our new Graphic Equaliser. Cathedral Sound, Tel. Halsall 328.
*For Sale one complete recording studio
installation including 24 track equipment.
Basic price $70,000. Enquiries under Box No.
672 to Studio Sound.

-

Dolby B-compression and equalisation available
competitive prices on small runs -full productions
undertaken-music and language specialists.
Contact Chris Sands

6635

!

PEAK PROGRAM METERS TO BS4297
also 200KHz version for high speed copying.
Drive circuit, 35 x 80mm, for Ima L.H. zero meters to
BBC ED1477. Gold 8 -way edge con supplied.
4off 10 off
50 off
Complete kit
E10-00
L9-SO
L9.00 E8-SO
Built and aligned
L14.00 L13.30 L12.60 L11-90
ERNEST TURNER PPM meters. Below scalings stocked.
Type 642, 7 x 56mm E9.90: 64;, 102 x 79mm El I 77
TWIN MOVEMENT, scale 86 x 54mm E31.00.
1

AMPEX MM

`y\ 3

FREQUEtsiCY
HOWL

£7,650 o.n.o.

PRICE

Telephone

01

-388 0263

REDUCTION

PUBLIC ADDRESS
SOUND REINFORCEMENT
In any public address system where the microphones and
loudspeakers are in the same vicinity acoustic feedback
(howl-round) occurs if the amplification exceeds a critical
value. By shifting the audio spectrum fed to the speakers
by a few Hertz the tendency to howling at room resonance
frequencies is destroyed and an increase in gain of 6 -8dB
is possible before the onset of feedback.
SHIFTERS IN BOXES with overload LED, shift /bypass
switch, BS4491 mains connector and housed in strong
diecast boxes finished in attractive durable blue acrylic.
Jack or XLR audio connectors.
Type
A
B
C
Input impedance200Kohm 200Kohm
10Kohm Balanced
Outpucimpedance 2Kohm 20or600ohm 20or600ohmBAL
L58

L68
L84
SHIFTER CIRCUIT BOARDS FOR WW July 1973 article
Complete kit and board E21 Including p.s.u. and
Board built and aligned
L28 mains transformer.

DESIGNER APPROVED

SURREY ELECTRONICS
The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey G067BG

(STD 04866) 5997
CASH WITH ORDER less 5^;, U.K. post free, add VAT

FOR SALE-PRIVATE
*Nagra 4.2 Mono Pilotone Recorder £650

(6 months old) mint condition.
Also pair
Beyer M260N mics, £35. AKG C451EB mic,
£55. AKG CK8 mic, £30. Shaftsbury mic stand

£8. Please tel. Seaford 890825 after 7 p.m.
*Leevers -Rich Series E Transportable. 31/71
I.P.S. C.C.I.R. Mono (expandable).
Price
£190. Tel. 01 834 0977.
*E.M.I. BTR /2 Recorder. 30"/15" per sec.

Transportable model
monitor amp., and mic
apparently unissued in
manuals and cables.

with p.p.m. amp.,
amp. Ex BBC but
original cases with
Offers over £100 to

Geen. Tel. 0532 631598.
*Alice CNS Noise Limiter Neumann BS 45i
battery unit. Offers tel. Sunbury on Thames
87108.

Mixers?

zero 88

AUDIO MODULES
offer high quality at competitive price,
Contact Richard Brown at Zero 8L
115 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, He
L1 4JS
Tel: 63727

VINYLITE

DEMO DISCS
MASTERS FOR
RECORD

PRESSINGS

COMPANIES

I -20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days
from your tapes. Quantity runs 25 to 1,000 records
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT.
Delivery 3 -4 weeks. Sleeves/Labels. Finest quality
NEUMANN STEREO /Mono Lathes. We cut for
many Studios UK/OVERSEAS. SAE list.

Single discs,

PO Box

3,

DEROY RECORDS
Hawk Street, Carnforth, Lancs.
Tel. 2273

track.

SHIFTER
1t/6

FOR

1,000

track recorder)
Six months old.
Very good condition.
Selling because we are planning to go 24
(16

1

RECORDS MADE TO ORDER

STUDIO FACILITIES

and
mjb recording
transcription service
Vinyl pressings and acetate demodiscs.
Limiting,
compression and equalisation facilities; high undistorted cutting levels with feedback cutter heads.
Booklet available.
ST.
MICHAEL'S, SHINFIELD ROAD,
SHINFIELD GREEN, READING, BERKS.
Reading (0734) 84487
Member A.P.R.S.

ANGLIA PRESSING COMPANY
(Yarmouth Recording Studios)
Specialists in small orders of 7" and 12" vinyl pressings,
manufactured in our own pressing plant.
SPEEDY DELIVERY
COMPETITIVE PRICES

-

Leaflet available.
112

Beach Rd., Scratby, Gt. Yarmouth

Tel. Gt. Yarmouth 730136. Member A.P.R.S.

TAPE EXCHANGES
*Speak to the World ... join Britain's largest

friendliest tape -x-change: Worldwide Tape talk, 35 The Gardens, Harrow. Cassette owners welcome too.

* Fanfare

Records.
Tape -disc pressings,
demo's, masters, any quantity. Studio/mobile.
Neumann disc cutter. S.A.E. brochure. 1
Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford.
Tel. 0483 61684.
*7in. pressings manufactured in our own
pressing plant-speedy delivery. Yarmouth
Recording Studios, Scratby, Great Yarmouth.
Tel. Great Yarmouth 730136.
*County recording service stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes.
Telephone Bracknell 4935. London Road,
Binfield, Bracknell, Berks.

BUSINESSES FOR SALE
EXPANSION OPPORTUNITY!
A fully- functioning Gramophone Record Factory, six
Presses, Plating Shop, Label Printing Department, all
ancillaries. For sale due to retirement of the Directors.
Enquiries invited to D. Wills, Messrs. Campbell,
Hooper & Austin Wright.

Tel. No.

01-734-7431
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WANTED
* Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and
Hi -Fi Specialists wish to purchase good quality
Tape and Hi -Fi equipment for cash. 400
Edgware Road, W.2. Phone PAD 5521.

Senior
Audio
Engineer

hi

MISCELLANEOUS
* Tape

and Cassette Recorder Repairs by
Specialists. The Tape Recorder Centre, 82
High Holborn, London, W.C.1.

PI

PR

TVT are leading manufacturers of custom built
TV broadcasting equipment and we are continually
Pye

APPOINTMENTS
WANTED
*Audio Recording Engineer, just returned from
3 years in top New York studios is looking to
work in London area. Enquiries and offers to

expanding our operations. Our order books are

r

the fullest ever.
Currently we are seeking a qualified Senior Audio
Engineer, aged 23 -45 with either a degree,
HND or HNC and preferably a member of IEE or
IERE. This is a new appointment, and carries an
excellent salary with good career prospects.
His professional experience should be not less
than 5 years during which time he should have
acquired a comprehensive knowledge of audio
products and systems. Initiative and the ability
to supervise and delegate work on specific projects
are essential qualities. He will work in liaison with
product and quality control staff, ensuring that all
engineering standards and specifications are
adhered to. Other duties will include updating
the techniques used to ensure maximum efficiency.
We are based in Cambridge: and, apart from the
countryside there are many other advantages
including pension and life assurance schemes.
Where appropriate, assistance will be given
with relocation expenses.
Please apply to:
Mrs J. A. Macnab, Personnel Manager

Box No. 671.

SITUATIONS VACANT

d

AUDIO TESTERS

r

EXPERIENCED
FOR LEADING ELECTRO -MUSICAL

COMPANY.
INTERESTING WORK WITH MIXERS - ECHO UNITS - AMPLIFIERS
(VALVE AND TRANSISTOR) ETC.

PyeTVT Limited
Box 41 Coldhams Lane
Cambridge CBI 3JU
P

HIGH RATES FOR RIGHT MAN
66,

OFFLEY

LONDON

ROAD,

S.W.9

CO

Phone: 735 - 6568

PROJECT & COMMISSIONING
ENGINEER
SHOULD HAVE GOOD THEORETICAL
IN
TRAINING
ELECTRONICS
PLUS
ACTUAL EXPERIENCE OF PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO EQUIPMENT IN BROADCASTING,
RECORDING, OR WITH A SPECIALIST
MANUFACTURER.

MR. R. SWETTEN HAM

HELIOS ELECTRONICS LTD.
HIGH STREET, TEDDINGTON
MIDDX. TWI 8HT
I
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BIAS ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Have recently moved to larger premises and to meet the demand for our internationally
acclaimed professional tape recorders require

TEST ENGINEERS
with experience

on high

quality audio and tape recording equipment.

JUNIOR TEST ENGINEERS

with plenty of enthusiasm

and the desire to gain

experience in professional audio.

ELECTRONIC WIRE MEN /ASSEMBLERS

Capable of working to high standards and with the opportunity to progress to test and

inspection.

Apply in writing to

161

PR

STUDIO SOUND, JUNE 1974

Take this opportunity to join a dynamic expanding company where you will be regarded
as one of the team and not just a number. Good rates of pay and profit sharing scheme.
For further information write or phone:
572 KINGSTON RD., LONDON SW20 8DR

BIAS ELECTRONICS LIMITED

01

-540 8808

or

01

-540 9818

Technical Journalists
Video, a new monthly publication, is seeking
experienced editorial staff interested in the
subjects of television and audio. Duties will
include subbing, news reporting and
feature writing.

Studio Sound, sister publication to

Video,

staff writer. Applicants should
have an interest in music and audio.
requires

a

Applications to the Editor:

David Kirk,

Link House Publications Ltd,

Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA

Audio
Engineers
Engineer
We have

a

vacancy in our London Studios for

SOUND TECHNICIANS
BOOM OPERATORS
Applicants must have had previous experience as a
BOOM OPERATOR in TELEVISION STUDIOS and
be familiar with the associated SOUND TECHNIQUES.
According to experience the salary offered will be
a scale from £2,175 to £3,017 p.a. There are excellent working conditions including a Progressive

An engineer is required to design
and develop high quality audio
equipment for home and
professional use.

Technician
An audio technician is required to
supervise quality control and
testing of audio equipment in the

factory.

Technician

Pension Scheme.

An audio technician is required to
assist designer in drawing office
and to liaise with factory.

Application Forms from: Staff Officer,

Write

on

London Weekend Television
South Bank Television Centre
Kent House,
Upper Ground,
Waterloo, SEI 9LT.
Tel.

01 261 3140

in first instance, giving
qualification and experience, to:

Radford Audio Ltd,
Ashton Vale Road,
BRISTOL BS3 2HZ.
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APRS 74
7th Annual

EXHIBITION OF PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
LONDON
FRIDAY 21 JUNE
10.00-21.00 HRS

SATURDAY 22 JUNE
10.00-18.00 HRS

CONNAUGHT ROOMS, GREAT QUEEN

ST.,

EXHIBITORS
*ALICE (STANCOIL)

*A.V. DISTRIBUTORS
*AGFA- GEVAERT
*A.K.G. EQUIPMENT
ALLEN & HEATH

*ALLOTROPE

EXHIBITORS
*DOLBY LABORATORIES

BEYER DYNAMIC

*BRENELL ENGINEERING CO

*F.W.O. BAUCH

*BASF UNITED KINGDOM

*BIAS ELECTRONICS
"BEAT INSTRUMENTAL"

MIDAS AMPLIFICATION
"MUSIC WEEK¡SOUNDSCENE"

*EMI TAPES

*3M UNITED KINGDOM

*FERROGRAPH

*RUPERT NEVE & CO

*FELDON AUDIO

PARTRIDGE ELECTRONICS
*J. RICHARDSON ELECTRONICS

*HELIOS ELECTRONICS

RACAL ZONAL
*ROLA CELESTION LTD.
*RUGBY AUTOMATION
CONSULTANTS
*RAINDIRK

*H'H ELECTRONIC
*HAYDEN LABORATORIES
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
*JACKSON RECORDING CO
*KLARK- TEKNIK
*LOCKWOOD & CO
*LENNARD DEVELOPMENTS
*JACQUES LEVY. PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING SERVICES
LEE ENGINEERING
*LEEVERS -RICH EQUIPMENT

*MILLBANK ELECTRONICS GROUP

*CETEC

*M.S.R. ELECTRONICS

*CADAC

MACINNES LABORATORIES
*MAGNETIC TAPES

TICKETS

N. TONNES PEDERSEN

*PYRAL

*GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS

*C.T.H. ELECTRONICS

*CALREC AUDIO

KEITH MONKS

ELECTRO -VOICE

FUTURE FILM

*AUDIO & DESIGN RECORDING
* AUDIX B.B.
*AMITY DEVELOPMENTS
*ALTEC THEATRE PROJECTS
AUDIO DEVICES
*AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS
AUTOMATION FACILITIES

EXHIBITORS

ELECTROSONIC

FAYLON ELECTRONICS

AMPEX

LONDON, WC2

23 CHESTNUT AVENUE
CHORLEYWOOD, HERTS, ENGLAND

"STUDIO SOUND"
*STUDIO REPUBLIC LTD.
SPENDOR AUDIO SYSTEMS
*SHURE ELECTRONICS

*SOUND TECHNIQUES
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE

SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS

SONAPLAN
*TRIDENT AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS

*VITAVOX

'APRS MEMBERS

IF YOU DO ANYTHING

WITH14'TAPE
CAN DO IT BEITtli
REVOX .

ast operations
ted
Aumadc
to

cien tific analysis
n location mastering
ne or m changing
tape quality control
Electronic music synthesis
Noise analysis
Film synchronization
Radio telescopy
Language laboratory
Machine tool control
Phonetic analysis
Radio telemetry
Industrial research
Information retrieval
Electrocardiography
Making calibration tapes
Tape mastering with SELFSYNC
Data storage from digital computers

tie

And that's a simple statement of fact.
From the moment it was introduced,
the Revox A77 was hailed as a
recording instrument of unique quality
and outstanding performance. The
magazines were unanimous in their
praise. Stereo Review summed it all up
by saying, "We have never seen a
recorder that could match the performance of the Revox A77 in all respects,
and very few that even come close."
So much

for critical opinion.

Of equal significance, is the fact that
the Revox A77 rapidly found its way
into many professional recording

studios.
But what really fascinates us, is that
the A77 has been singled out to

perform some unusual and highly
prestigious jobs in government and
industry. The kinds of jobs that require
a high order of accuracy and extreme
reliability.
Take NATO (the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization) for example.
When they wanted a machine to standardize on, a machine that would lend
itself to use in a wide variety of circumstances. And most importantly, a
machine that was simple to use, the
logical choice was the Revox A77.
Or take the governmental agency
that wanted an unfailingly reliable tape
machine to register and record
satellite bleeps. The choice? Revox.
Or the medical centers that use

specially adapted A77's for electrocardiographic recording.
We could go on and on (see accompanying list), but by now you probably
get the point.
No other 1/4" tape machine combines
the multi- functioned practicability,
unfailing reliability, and outstanding
performance of a Revox.
If you have a special recording
problem that involves the use of 1/4"
tape, write to us. We'll be happy to
help you with it.
And if all you want is the best and
most versatile recorder for home user
we'll be glad to tell you more about
that too.

REYOX

DELIVERS

WHAT ALL
THE REST
ONLY PROMISES
Revox at Lamb House, Church Street, Chiswick, London W4 2PB
Boulevard West, Hollywood, California 90068
Revox Corporation in USA: 155 Michael Drive, Syosset, NY 11791 and 3637 Cahuenga
Revox Sales and Service in Canada.
For other countries: Revox International, Regensdorf8105 ZH Althardstrasse 146, Switzerland

